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The purpose of this study uias to determine uihether a 
mandated and highly structured program for early literacy 
development, IBM's Writing to Read Program, could bring about 
desired changes in teacher attitudes towards and behaviors in 
literacy instruction. The study responds to the need for change 
in our attitudes towards language development and in the way 
we teach young children to read and write. 
Rn analysis of the Writing to Read Program explored its 
philosophy and pedagogical methods, demonstrating that it was 
an essentially sound program, eclectic in its approach, based in 
proven practice and research, and extensively field-tested. 
R review of the literature presented an historical 
perspective of reading instruction in the United States, current 
research findings in the specific area of emerging literacy, 
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and an analysis of the degree to which the theoretical and 
pedagogical bases of LUriting to Read are consistent with that 
research. 
The study focused on the effects on teachers of UJriting to 
Read staff deuelopment and program implementation within a 
single school system. R suruey questionnaire, interuiews and 
school records were the sources of data collection. 
The suruey questionnaires and interuiews were utilized to 
assess teacher opinion of the LUriting to Read Program and the 
degree of change in teacher attitudes towards literacy learning 
and behauiors in literacy instruction which could be ascribed to 
experience with the program. 
Additionally the study sought to assess the effects of 
background factors such as teacher longeuity, professional 
experiences, teaching assignment and preuious literacy training 
in teacher attitudes and behauiors. The Chi-Square Test of 
Statistical Significance was applied to eighty-four uariables 
which assessed teacher opinions, attitudes and behauiors. 
The study confirmed the effectiueness of the UJriting to 
Read Program in producing changes in teacher attitudes and 
behauiors in literacy instruction. The major findings focus on 
the program's effects in changing attitudes and behauiors 
towards the role of writing in literacy instruction. The study's 
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findings on the program's effects on attitudes and behauiors 
towards reading instruction were inconclusiue. The significant 
contribution of this studg is to document the effects of the 
LUriting to Read Program on teachers. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"Reading has enjoyed a pre-eminence in 
schooling in the modern age and there is no 
difficulty in understanding why - it is the only 
doorway to Western, linear culture, the uery 
symbol of education (Holdaway, 1979)." 
Controuersies ouer methods of reading instruction continue 
to rage in the United States, while the reading achieuement of 
Rmerican students continues to decline. The enormous resources 
that haue been dedicated to reading research ouer the years 
haue failed to produce uniuersal agreement on how reading 
should be taught or resulted in general improuement in reading 
achieuement. 
Since 1925, the first year in which a summary of reading 
research was published, nearly 12,000 research studies on 
reading haue been conducted. By the 1980 s, the International 
Reading Association reported an auerage of ouer 1000 research 
studies euery year (Smith, 1979). 
Vet current illiteracy statistics are alarming. Today, one 
out of euery fiue Rmericans is functionally illiterate. This 
statistic increases at the rate of 2.5 million adults annually 
(Rdams, 1990). The National Assessment of Educational Progress 
estimates that 26-42 percent of Rmerican high school students 
dropout of school euery year and that 700,000 graduate 
functionally illiterate (Rpplebee, 1988). 
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Illiterate adults account for one-third of the mothers 
receiuing Rid to Families mith Dependent Children, turn-thirds of 
the unemployed, and 60 percent of prison inmates. 40 percent 
of minority youth are illiterate and 85 percent of juueniles mith 
court records (Rdams, 1990). 
Literacy has been central to the goals, function and 
resource allocation of American schooling. Rs Don Holdamay 
(1979) eloquently states in The Foundations of Literacy: 
11.nothing in the educational morld can 
match the resources of euery kind poured into 
this effort and, more recently, into the 
remediation of its countless failures. Should me 
not haue sufficient clues from the broad span of 
research in learning, in human deuelopment, in 
linguistics, and in sociology to dram sound 
conclusions about this failure and its proper 
resolution?11 
John Henry Martin, the creator of IDriting to Read, 
deueloped the program in response to the illiteracy crisis he 
perceiued in the United States. Martin belieued that there mas 
something fundamentally mrong mith the may reading mas 
taught. He intended IDriting to Read to be an innouatiue, 
research-based, early literacy program. 
The program, designed for kindergarten and first grade, is 
organized as a laboratory setting to mhich teachers and 
students come for one hour daily. Although the program's 
components change in purpose and emphasis as students 
complete stages of skill deuelopment, the basic or initial 
program includes the folloming components: 
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• the use of fiue learning stations to present and 
reinforce literacy skills 
• the use of computers to teach phonics 
• the use of uiorkbooks to reinforce phonics instruction 
• the introduction of writing (composing) simultaneously 
with reading 
• the use of phonemic (inuented) spelling 
• the use of typewriters to facilitate both reading and 
writing 
• the introduction of word processing at the K-1 leuel 
• the use of children's literature to deuelop fluency in 
reading and writing, to reinforce sound-letter 
association, word recognition, and standard spellings 
• the use of games and manipulative materials to 
reinforce letter and word recognition and extend multi- 
sensory experiences 
The Salem, Massachusetts Public Schools adopted Writing to 
Read as the cornerstone of its early literacy program in 1986 
after piloting it for one year. The goals of that adoption were 
multiple, but chief among them was the aim of bringing about 
fundamental change in teacher attitudes towards language 
learning and behauiors in literacy instruction. 
The school system's reading program prior to Writing to 
Read was a traditional one and teacher attitudes and behauiors 
were based on the use of basal programs. Officially, the system 
had adopted a tri-basal approach to the organization of reading 
instruction. Students were grouped by ability beginning in grade 
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one and assigned to a Iolu, middle or high reading group. Three 
distinct basal programs were purchased and auailable for use 
with each group. The basal programs were selected by 
committees of teachers to meet the needs of the three leuels of 
readers. 
In fact, by the early 1980's the system had broken down in 
most classrooms. Illhile all teachers utilized ability groupings, 
the number of reading groups in classrooms ranged from two to 
six. Some teachers used the tri-basal system, many didn't. 
Many, in fact, utilized the "middle" and "low" programs and 
eliminated the program they felt was too difficult for their 
students. Some used the "high" program as enrichment for 
better readers. R significant number of teachers eliminated all 
but one of the programs, choosing to use the "low" or "middle" 
program exclusiuely. Rll but a few teachers heauily utilized 
phonics and skills workbooks. In fact, the purchase of these 
"supplementary" reading materials constituted the bulk of the 
elementary language arts budget and illustrated to what degree 
the reading program had broken down. Teachers ordered 
supplementary reading materials on a totally indiuidualized 
basis in all but one of the elementary schools. The uariety of 
materials used was extensiue. Little grade leuel consistency 
existed within or across buildings. Uirtually no consistency 
existed across grade leuels. In one building, under the 
principal's leadership, teachers selected supplementary 
materials as primary and intermediate units so that grade leuel 
consistency and sequencing across grade leuels was addressed. 
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In the same building, hotneuer, there was little consistency in 
teachers' selection of basals. LUhile one or two basal programs 
dominated the intermediate reading program, with few 
exceptions, workbooks and ditto sheets dominated in the 
instruction of reading at the primary leuel. 
The past two decades haue seen extensiue research on 
effectiue schools and effectiue instruction. School effectiueness 
research concludes that, "... teacher attitudes, expectations, 
practices and pedagogical skills affect student achieuement" 
(Squires, Huitt and Segars, 1984). Rmong the body of research on 
effectiue instructional practices some findings relate 
specifically to teacher behauiors which promote language and 
literacy deuelopment in young children. This research does not 
support the models of literacy instruction which existed in the 
Salem Public Schools before 1986. Much of the research does, 
howeuer, support the philosophy, pedagogy, and organization of 
LUritingTo Read. In a 1984 suruey of research on teacher 
behauiors which improue oral and written communication, 
Holdzkom, Reed, Porter and Rubin identified the following 
behauiors as conduciue to language deuelopment: 
• Trust-building - "... creating a warm, accepting 
enuironment that is student-centered ... where the 
major goal is building or strengthening the child's self- 
concept ... and where the meaning of what a child is 
communicating takes precedence ouer how accurate or 
polished the deliuery of the message is." 
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• Modeling and creating enjoyment - effectiue teachers 
"... express delight in a child's use of neui words or 
particularly effectiue use of language ... and engage in 
language play." 
• Talking to students about language - "... calling students' 
attention to specific features and effectiue uses of 
language." 
• Teaching by example - "... the teacher must demonstrate 
an idealization of the task by completing it or 
explicating a solution with the expectation that the 
learner can imitate it." 
• Building positiue and appropriate expectations - "... 
appropriate expectations play an important mediation 
role in helping teachers to deuelop actiue 
communication skills. Teachers who obtained 
achieuement gains seem to be the ones who are willing 
to work with students despite initial difficulty. They 
appear to haue the expectation that students can learn 
and their job as a teacher is to find a way to stimulate 
such learning." 
• Focusing on indiuidual progress - "... rather than 
comparing students to one another, teachers teach 
students to focus on their own progress .., so that the 
classroom norm is 'Do better than yesterday'." 
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• Using all subject areas - " ... the teacher can use the 
world outside the classroom to deuelop children's 
understanding of language ... euents releuant to the 
children's Hues ...." 
In the Writing to Read Teacher's Manual (1984) the 
introduction to Chapter I identifies: 
"Some of the educational principles 
and practices that make Writing to Read 
effectiue for language acquisition ....: 
• it operates in a positiue, highly supportiue enuironment 
which models language rather than corrects it 
• students can progress at their own pace and control 
their own learning 
• personal experiences and cultures are ualued and used 
as a context for listening, speaking, reading, and writing 
• emphasis is on concrete, multisensory actiuities 
• the program takes a deuelopmental rather than a 
remedial approach to learning 
• the computer and other learning materials are used for 
skill deuelopment, creatiuity of expression, interaction, 
and natural communication 
• listening is considered basic to learning and a uariety of 
listening opportunities are prouided 
• the program capitalizes on existing language skills and 
does not demand reading or writing anything students 
cannot say or understand." 
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In the same document, Chapter 3, discusses "The New Role 
of the Teacher in the LUriting to Read Center." The chapter then 
goes on to delineate desirable teacher behauiors which include: 
• promoting reciprocal interaction and natural 
communication between student and teacher 
• emphasizing natural language techniques 
• talking and writing about topics that interest students 
• guiding and facilitating rather than controlling student 
learning 
• encouraging students to talk freely to one another in a 
collaboratiue, positiue learning enuironment 
• encouraging meaningful language use rather than 
correctness of forms 
• integrating language use along with all subject matter 
• focusing on the learning process, rather than on errors 
in the product 
Statement of Purpose 
The basic proposition of this study is that teacher attitudes 
and behauiors in literacy instruction need to change to reflect 
research findings. This study seeks to determine whether a 
mandated, highly structured, instructional program can bring 
about desired changes in teacher attitudes and behauiors in 
regard to the instruction of reading and writing. 
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Writing to Read uias implemented in the Salem Public 
Schools as a district-wide mandate after a pilot year in one of 
fiue elementary schools. Rll staff receiued the same quality and 
quantity of training and all staff receiued the same support 
seruices, a full-time instructional aide in euery Writing to Read 
lab and the seruices of a Writing to Read Teacher Coordinator to 
assist in problem-soluing, ordering and deliuery of materials, 
and introduction of new program components. 
The specific purpose of the study is to assess the degree of 
change in teacher attitudes towards literacy learning and 
behauiors in literacy instruction which can be ascribed to their 
experiences with the Writing to Read Program. Additionally, the 
study will examine teacher attitudes towards the program itself 
and the longeuity and professional experiences of Writing to 
Read teachers, as well as the length of their experience in the 
program. 
The ouerall goal of the study is to determine whether a 
mandated, highly structured, instructional program can bring 
about desired changes in teacher attitudes and behauiors. 
The uariables inuestigated included years of teaching 
experience, years in the Writing to Read Program, teaching 
assignment in regular, bilingual or special education, preuious 
training in uarious approaches to reading instruction, feelings 
and attitudes towards the Writing to Read Program, attitudes 
towards the program's effectiueness in teaching reading and 
writing, opinions of whether and to what degree experience in 
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the program affected teacher behauiors and attitudes, and 
opinions of whether the program effectiuely addresses some of 
the critical components of language deuelopment and literacy 
learning. 
Questionnaires were sent to all the kindergarten and first 
grade teachers who had been trained in and used the program in 
the Salem Public Schools between 1986 and 1992. This 
researcher has experienced the training and program 
implementation. Follow-up interuiews were conducted with fiue 
teachers and the two 111riting to Read Coordinators who trained 
and prouided on-going, daily support to the teachers during the 
same period. 
Delimitations of the Study 
This study is limited to the inuestigation of the effects on 
teacher attitudes and behauiors of a specific, mandated 
program. Although the program, Writing to Read, has been 
adopted by hundreds of schools and school systems across the 
country, this study is limited to one, urban school system. 
Although the effects of Writing to Read on kindergarten and first 
grade children haue been widely studied and reported, this 
inuestigator was able to identify only one early study of teacher 
opinions of the program and no studies of the program's effects 
on teacher attitudes or behauiors as they relate to literacy 
instruction. The findings in this study may contribute to future 
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efforts to promote change in teacher attitudes and behauiors in 
the area of early literacy instruction and to knouiledge of the 
effects on teachers of a widely used instructional program. 
Rationale and Significance of the Study 
Recent research in language and literacy deuelopment 
suggests nothing short of reuolutionary changes in our attitudes 
towards how children learn language and how they learn to 
read. The implications for change in the way we teach language 
deuelopment, specifically, reading and writing, are profound. 
This change challenges the fundamental beliefs of ueteran 
teachers who were trained in uery different philosophies and 
methodologies and who haue practiced those instructional 
strategies for 10, 15, 20 or more years. Euans (1989) cites a 
1986 study by Feistritzer which estimated the auerage age of 
America's teaching force to be approaching 50. 75% had been 
teaching for at least 10 years; 50% had been teaching for 15 
years or more; and 50% had taught in only one or two schools. 
Feistritzer's study is now fiue years old, and the auerage age of 
America's teachers has passed 50. Euans writes that "Rt mid 
career all professionals, including teachers, are prone to de- 
motiuation ...." He defines "de-motiuation" as "boredom, loss of 
enthusiasm, and a leueling of performance." Euans continues, 
"... few ueteran teachers are themselues exponents of growth 
and innouation; too many tend to discourage efforts to enhance 
professional deuelopment." In Euans' opinion, the key to 
reuitalizing teachers in mid-career is "re-motiuation." 
Barth (1990) identifies three categories of teachers in 
terms of staff deuelopment: 
1. "Teachers uiho are unable and unmilling to critically 
examine their teaching practice and unable to haue 
other adults ... examine mhat and horn theg are 
teaching." 
2. "Teachers mho are quite able and milling to scrutinize 
and reflect on mhat they do and make use of their 
insights to make periodic changes ... but these teachers 
are uncomfortable accepting examination of their 
practice by other adults." 
3. "R small number of teachers mho are able and milling to 
critically scrutinize their practice and are quite able and 
milling ..." to make ... their practice accessible to other 
adults." 
Barth continues, "R big part of staff deuelopment... has 
been an attempt to help teachers progress from group 1 to 
group 2 to group 3." "... group 3 brings the aduantages of 
collegiality .... Euery teacher is a staff deueloper for euery 
other teacher. This kind of adult interdependence goes a long 
may tomard ouercoming the loneliness of teaching." 
Barth's emphasis on the importance of collegiality is 
supported throughout the body of research on adult learning and 
school change. Leuine's (1989) suruey of adult gromth stresses 
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peer interaction as the "key component" to school improuement 
and "trust" as basic to adult deuelopment, "... learning 
enuironments must be risk free." Jones and Maloy (1988) in 
discussing changes in teacher behauiors cite a 1984 study by Tye 
and Tye uihich concluded: 
"... 1) schools, if they are to improue or 
be improued must somehow be connected 
to new knowledge from the outside and 2) 
conditions within the schools haue to be 
such that staff members can share this 
new knowledge among themselues." 
Jones and Maloy (1988) emphasize the fact that school 
reform "... must inuolue sustained efforts by educators to 
introduce different behauiors into school settings." LUithout the 
combination of new practices introduced from the outside and 
opportunities for collegial professional interactions, Jones and 
Maloy argue that "... teachers often repeat what has worked 
preuiously. Their personal conseruatism and loosely structured 
organizations reinforce routinized behauiors." Barth 
summarizes the issue of teacher change: 
"... teachers can become learners and 
can be extraordinarily effectiue in 
stimulating and promoting the 
deuelopment of other teachers." 
R major goal of Salem's adoption of Writing to Read was to 
remotiuate a ueteran staff to re-examine their beliefs and 
behauiors about language learning through a series of change 
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actiuities supported by research. This study is significant 
because it promoted teacher change through sustained staff 
development (Rppendix C) uihich included: 
• modeling by peers in tuio pilot labs 
• training by peers 
• training and program implementation as members of 
building and grade leuel teams to promote peer 
interaction and support 
• immersion in a program based in current research and 
prouen practice in language learning 
• extended opportunities for hands-on experiences uiith 
program components and technologies 
• creation of a risk-free enuironment for staff 
deuelopment 
• day-to-day, on-going support from Teacher Coordinators 
during implementation 
• instructional aides to assist in euery LUriting to Read 
Lab. 
In addition, the program itself relieved teachers of routine 
instructional tasks through the use of computers and tape 
recorders, ivhile affirming and reinforcing their critical role in 
interacting uiith children as language models, coaches and 
facilitators. Roland Barth asserts, "The crux of teachers' 
professional growth, I feel, is the development of a capacity to 
observe and analyze consequences for students of different 
teaching behaviors and materials ...." 
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Basic Assumptions 
This study is based on the follouiing assumptions: 
1. Teacher behauiors in literacy instruction need to be 
consistent iiiith psycholinguistic research findings in 
houi children learn to read and uirite and the specific 
teacher behauiors which promote literacy in young 
children. 
2. Reading and writing are related, reciprocal processes in 
emergent literacy. 
3. Preuious training and years of teaching experience 
affect teacher attitudes towards and behauiors in 
literacy instruction. 
4. The lllriting to Read Program deuiates from research 
findings in emphasizing the primacy of writing in early 
literacy deuelopment, resulting in a strong writing 
pedagogy, but a weak and unclear pedagogy in reading. 
Pefinitipns 
Rlnhabetic Principle: The relationship between letter symbols 
and the sounds they represent. Generally accepted as essential 
to literacy deuelopment. 
Basal Reading Programs: Published reading series which 
organize skills hierarchically and sequentially and which utilize 
text that has been adapted or created to control the leuel of 
difficulty and complexity in uocabulary and sentence structure. 
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Deuelopmental Reading Theory: Rn approach to reading 
instruction which attempts to duplicate the natural process that 
children utilize in learning to speak. 
Decoding: Reading 
Direct Instruction: Instruction of skills or concepts directly 
presented to students, usually by the teacher. 
Encoding: Writing 
Graphemes: Written speech sounds. 
Language Experience: Rn approach to literacy deuelopment 
which organizes instruction and learning activities around the 
language and experiences of the learners. 
Learning Stations: Work stations which are prepared by the 
teacher and include a uariety of materials and activities at 
which children can exercise choice and work independently on 
skills or content directly related to instructional goals. 
Literacy: The ability to encode and decode print. 
Mornhomes: In linguistics, the smallest units of meaning within 
words. 
Phonemes: The smallest units of sound. Forty-four phonemes 
constitute the basic sounds of the English language. 
Phonemic flnventedl Spelling: Spelling which reflects the way 
words sound, rather than the complex irregularities of standard 
spelling. 
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Phonics-Based Reading: Rn approach to decoding in Luhich 
letter-sound relationships become the basis of early reading 
instruction. Phonics instruction inuolues teaching children to 
recognize the symbols of inritten language and to associate 
these symbols with the sounds of the oral language. 
Psycholinquistic Theory: Language and literacy theory which 
combines research on the structure and nature of language with 
ethnographic research on the behauiors of readers and writers. 
Syntan: The system of established word patterns which are 
combined to create sentences. 
Whole Language: Rn approach to literacy instruction which 
emphasizes the use of whole, meaningful words and sentences 
and original, unaltered tent to teach children to read and write. 
Limitations of the Study 
The limitations of this study are obuious. The study focuses 
on a distinct, published program, Writing to Read and is, 
therefore, generalizable only as one model of the process of 
staff deuelopment and program implementation needed to 
bringabout change. This generalizability is further limited by the 
fact that, in the content of this study, the program and the 
changes in teacher attitudes and behauiors were mandated by 
the school system s adoption of Writing to Read as a major 
component of its language arts program for all kindergarten and 
first-grade students. 
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The surueys and interuieuis mere conducted mith teachers 
within a single, urban school system, which is the site for the 
case study. The case study focuses on the strategy of a single 
school system to implement a distinct program, LUriting to Read, 
in order to promote and accelerate change in teacher attitudes 
and behauiors. 
Surueys were mailed to all kindergarten and first grade 
teachers who had participated in program training and 
implementation. Thirty-three out of forty-four teachers 
responded. Of the eleuen who failed to respond, two had 
changed address and could not be located. No effort could be 
made to contact the nine others because questionnaires 
remained anonymous and uncoded. 
R biased sample of fiue teachers who uoluntarily signed 
their surueys were selected for interuiews. The purpose of 
interuiews was limited to uerification of suruey clarity. Surueys 
were also submitted to the two UJTR coordinators for eualuation 
of questionnaire thoroughness and clarity. 
It must be noted, in addition, that the study rests on the 
assumption of this researcher that the LUriting to Read Program, 
in fact, promotes teacher attitudes and behauiors which are, in 
large part, consistent with research in literacy instruction and 
effectiue instruction, in general. This assumption is discussed in 
detail in Chapters I, II and III. 
In order to mitigate against bias on the part of this 
investigator in collating and interpreting data, a third party 
reader analyzed questionnaires, transcripts of interuieuis and 
reuiewed the analysis of data reported in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER II 
AN ANALYSIS OF IBM'S WRITING TO READ PROGRAM 
Introduction and Background 
Writing to Read (WTR) is a computer-based literacy 
program for kindergarten and first grade children marketed by 
International Business Machines (IBM). The program was 
designed by a retired educator, John Henry Martin, who denoted 
eight years of research and field-testing to its deuelopment. 
Martin began experimenting with the idea of teaching machines 
in the early 1960's. When he retired in 1975, he deuoted full¬ 
time to the study of reading and to the application of technology 
to reading instruction. He began experimenting with 
typewriters, then typewriters synchronized to tape recorders. 
He came to prefer the IBM selectric typewriter because, in field 
tests with young children, it proued jam-proof. These 
experiments led him logically to computers with speech 
attachments (Howitt, p.30). In 1981, he copyrighted a program 
designed for an Apple lie to which a speech attachment had 
been added. He conducted informal field tests with 
approximately 900 kindergarten children in priuate and public 
schools in communities near his home in Stuart, Florida. In the 
same year, howeuer, IBM introduced its first personal computer 
and Martin contacted the corporation, hoping to sell his idea. 
IBM, in fact, offered to buy Martin's copyright and contracted 
him to deuelop an exclusive version for the IBM PC. Hs part of 
the contract Martin got IBM to agree to an independent, large 
scale eualuation (Howitt, 1984). The IBM uersion was ready for 
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field-testing in 1982 and IBM ultimately contracted the 
Educational Testing Seruice to conduct a two-year, tuio million 
dollar study (Hsbellf1984). 
UJTR is eclectic in its philosophy and approach, combining 
seueral established pedagogical practices into a sequenced and 
highly structured program uihich utilizes fairly aduanced 
technology in the form of computers ujith speech capability, 
tape recorders, and IBM Selectric typewriters. In the fall of 
1987, IBM introduced URLE, a Spanish-language uersion of the 
program available in three dialects, Mexican Spanish, Caribbean 
Spanish, and South American Spanish. 
Oueruieui of the llfriting to Read Program 
The program is organized into fiue mutually dependent 
components. Each of these major components is located at a 
different activity area or workstation (See Figure 1). The UJTR 
workstations include: 1) a Computer Station, 2) a Work Journal 
Station, 3) a Writing/Typing Station, 4) a Listening Station, and 5) 
a Make-Words Station. 
1. Rt the Computer Station students in pairs interact with 
computerized tutorials that introduce each of the 30 
words that WTR uses to introduce the 42 sounds of the 
English language and their written symbols. 
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The computer tutorials are highly structured and 
repetitiue, but each lasts no longer than 15 minutes. The 
IDTR software is organized into ten discs (cycles), 
eachcontaining three words, a Mastery test, and a 
"make-words" actiuity (Martin, 1984). Generally, 
children take from 7-10 days to complete one cycle. 
When the Mastery test, which requires that the child 
type the three words in the lesson correctly, has been 
completed, children go on to the "make-words" actiuity, 
in which new words are introduced, using the sounds 
and symbols just taught. If a child does not achieue 
mastery the software automatically reuiews. The 
software employs words, pictures and a synthesized 
uoice to guide the child and elicit responses, and is 
highly interactiue. Each 15 minute segment elicits an 
auerage of 55 responses including repetition of a sound 
or word, typing, clapping, or foot stamping (West, 1985). 
On the auerage, first grade students complete the 10 
cycles of the software within 12-15 weeks. The 
Computer Station then becomes a word processing 
station. 
2. The Work Journal Station utilizes workbooks (journals) 
to reinforce each lesson at the computer. There are ten 
work journals which parallel the ten computer cycles. 
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Figure 1. LUriting To Read Laboratory 
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Each work journal has an accompanying pre-recorded 
tape which guides the child in completing the workbook 
activities. The initial tapes guide the child through the 
entire work journal. Rs he progresses through the 
cycles, howeuer, the directions on the tape decrease 
significantly, encouraging independence on the part of 
the child in completing the task. 
3. The LUriting/Typing Station is the heart of LUTR and the 
station at which the teacher spends the uast majority of 
her time in the lab. LUith the teacher as coach, children 
use the sounds and symbols they haue learned on the 
computer to write their own words, sentences and 
stories. Children are encouraged to write from their 
personal experience and to spell words as they sound, 
using phonemic (inuented) spelling. Dr. Martin's promise 
is that children will write euery word they can say and 
read euery word they can write (Martin and Freidberg, 
1986). The six typewriters available in each lab are for 
children who prefer them for composing first drafts or, 
ultimately, for publishing final drafts. 
4. The Listening Station includes a collection of fourteen 
titles of high quality children's literature and 
accompanying tapes which are slowed to a beginning 
reader's pace (See Figure 2). Children select a title and 
tape and follow-along wearing earphones. 
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The Listening Station has three major purposes, to 
expose young children to high quality literature, to 
model reading-aloud, and to introduce and reinforce 
standard spellings. 
5. The Make-Words Station is a collection of games and 
manipulatiues intended to reinforce letter recognition 
and the concept that those letters can be recombined in 
many mays to make many words. The Make-Words 
Station includes alphabet games and puzzles, clay, 
beads, and a wide range of teacher-made materials. 
fls UITR is designed, each student must uisit the Computer, 
UJork Journal, and LUriting Stations daily. The Listening and Make 
Illords are optional and assigned by the teacher, based on 
indiuidual student needs. Initially children spend a maximum of 
15 minutes at each of four stations during their daily, one-hour 
uisits to the lUTR lab (See Figure 3). Rs they progress in the 
program, howeuer, time allocations at each station are flexible 
and totally dependent on the deuelopmental leuel of each child. 
For example, a first grader in his second year of WTR might 
easily spend 3B minutes at the Computer Station using word 
processing to write a first or second draft. 
The program includes in its goals actiue learning, 
appropriate deuelopmental pacing, and outcome-driuen 
organization. In addition to literacy, its objectiues for children 
include independence, responsibility and cooperation. 
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A Tree is Mice 
Blueberries for Sal 
The Emperor's Clcthes 
Janice May Udry 
Robert McCIcskey 
Hans C. Andersen 
Harper & Row 
Viking Penguin 
Hcughtcn Mifflin 
Little Bea; r's Visit Else Holmelunc Minarik Harper &/Row 
The Little House Virginia Lee Burton Hcughtcn Mifflin 
The Little Red Hen Paul Galccne Hcughtcn Mifflin 
Make Way for Ducklings 
Mike Mulligan 
Mine's the Best 
AtVMV • V V 1 UviW 2 
Virginia Lee'Burton 
Crosby Bcnsal1 
Viking Penguin 
Hcughtcn Mifflin 
Harper & Rev; 
Paddle to the Sea 
Peter's Chair 
The Snowy Day 
Hoi 1 Ing C.- Hoi 1 ing 
Ezra Jack Keats 
Ezra Jack Keats 
Houghton Mifflin 
Harper & Row 
• * 
Viking Penguin 
Socks for Supper 
'The Three Bears 
Thump and Plunk 
Jack Kent 
Paul Gal done 
Janice May Udry 
-Parents Magazine 
Houghton"Miff1 in 
Harper & Row 
Figure 2. Writing to Read Listening Librarg 
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Theoretical Bases of Writing to Read 
The theory underlying lUTR uias outlined by Martin in a book 
he co-authored with flrdy Freidberg entitled n Parents' Guide to 
the New Early Learning Program for Voung Children: UJriting to 
Read. The book is intended to explain the program to parents. 
In it, Martin emphasizes that his theoretical base is eclectic, 
borrowing from a wide-range of psychological, psycho-linguistic 
and pedagogical findings and practices (Martin and Freidberg, 
1986). 
The essence of UlTR's theoretical base is Martin's belief that 
children's success or failure in literacy depends on whether or 
not they grasp the alphabetic principle, the relationship between 
sound and symbol and the realization that sounds and symbols 
can be recombined to create thousands of different meanings. 
In order to simplify this understanding, the program depends on 
the utilization of phonemic spelling. Children are encouraged to 
spell the way words sound. Martin argues that this simplifies 
the task of reading, postponing the problem of learning to read 
with the irregular alphabetic system of English (Martin and 
Freidberg, 1986). Standard spelling is modeled throughout the 
program, but each child's transition to standard spelling is 
indiuidualized and deuelopmental. 
The second major principle on which Martin based his 
program is in introducing writing simultaneously with reading. 
Martin belieues that phonemic writing allows children to break 
through to an understanding of sound-symbol relationship. 
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TEACHES PREPARES A DAILY ASSIGNMENT SHEET 
STUDENTS PARTICIPATE DAILY AT THESE STATIONS: 
COMPUTER 
WORK JOURNAL 
TYPING/WRITING 
STUDENTS LISTEN TO STORIES EVERY DAY 
STUDENTS RECORD PROGRESS DAILY 
TEACHER COMPLETES CLASS PROFILE SHEET WEEKLY 
STUDENTS WORK WITH A PARTNER 
STUDENTS COMPOSE WORDS OR STORIES EVERY DAY 
MANAGEMENT PLAN MUST ALLOW INDEPENDENT MOVEMENT FROM 
STATION TO STATION 
STUDENTS OPERATE AND CARE FOR EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 
STUDENTS TAKE COMPLETED WORK JOURNALS HOME TO PARENTS 
Figure 3. Writing to Read Uital Practices 
He defines writing phonemically as "speech made uisible on 
paper" (Martin and Freidberg, 1986). In practice, children are 
encouraged to write phonemically,anything they can say. Martin 
accepts the research ouer the past 40-50 years that has 
indicated that the use of phonics to teach reading has been more 
effectiue than the whole-word or "look-say" method (Martin 
and Freidberg, 1986). Howeuer, Martin's purpose in teaching 
phonics is uery different than traditional reading programs. He 
uses phonics to enable children to encode (write) rather than 
decode (read). UITR is, therefore, best defined as a language 
experience program which utilizes phonemic spelling to allow 
young children to encode their spoken language (UJillows, 1986). 
Martin estimates that the auerage kindergarten child enters 
school with a speaking vocabulary of 2000-4000 words and a 
fairly sophisticated sense of syntax (Martin and Freidberg, 1986. 
The goal of UJTR is to enable young children to write and read the 
language they already possess. Rlthough Martin sees the two 
processes as interdependent, he clearly designed UJTR around 
the primacy of writing as a uehicle to reading: 
"UJe belieue that writing is a more 
powerful act than reading, because it is 
ego-centered and giues outlet to a child's 
natural urge to speak on paper. R child who 
writes will surely learn to read, but it is 
not a certainty that a child who reads will 
learn to write" (Martin and Freidberg, 
1986). 
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He euen argues that, in young children, the urge to write 
comes earlier than the urge to read. He sees a strong 
relationship between young children's drawing and writing and 
argues that drawing and writing are more ego-satisfying for 
young children - that drawing and writing, unlike reading, are 
self-motiuated projections of the self (Martin and Freidberg, 
1986). He calls writing "a high act of cognition" in which 
children must think, in order to listen not only to the sounds of 
speech, but their order, and then locate and select the alphabet 
symbols that represent those sounds, and place them in the 
correct order to make a word (Martin and Freidberg, 1986). 
IHTR also integrates language experience theory and 
practice. Phonemic spelling enables children to write and learn 
to read all of their speaking uocabulary. Since children enter 
school with thousands of words in their speaking uocabulary, 
the writing process becomes a uery personal, ualidating and 
empowering one. Martin's models here are Maria Montessori 
and Syluia Hshton-LUarner (Martin and Freidberg, 1986). 
Martin credits the work of Maria Montessori as a major 
factor in influencing the ultimate design UJTR. He quotes 
Montessori's principle of "liberty in a prepared environment" 
and giues her credit for seueral features of the program 
including its multi-sensory approach, choice within a highly 
structured learning enuironment, self-pacing on the part of 
students, and constant repetition and reinforcement (Martin and 
Freidberg, 1986). 
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Martin cites the work of psychologists Jean Piaget and 
Jerome Bruner in arguing the need to make learning tasks logical 
to children. He designed UJTR on the principle that if encoding 
(writing) could be 
organized into a logical sequence of steps, decoding (reading) 
would occur simultaneously. He sees UITR as deuelopmental in 
its approach to teaching children to read and write. He cites 
Piaget's and Bruner's arguments that learning elements must be 
made logical to a child, must be designed or organized to match 
the patterns of the brain. Information needs to be assimilated 
into the existing cognitiue structure of the brain, therefore any 
effort to create deuelopmentally appropriate actiuities 
heightens learning. Martin claims to haue designed IDTR's 
software based on Piaget's and Bruner's deuelopmental and 
learning theories. The highly structured software is modeled on 
children's need to see patterns that match their thinking 
processes. Thus, the software "assembles words on screen the 
way children assemble blocks" (Martin and Freidberg, 1986). 
In his book Martin identifies the basic conclusions on which 
he designed the program: 
1. Most children come to school with a speaking 
uocabulary of at least 2000 words and utilize correct 
and fairly complex syntax. 
2. Most children can quickly transfer these skills to 
written language if the inconsistencies of sound-letter 
relationships in English are eliminated temporarily. 
3. Most children learn more effectiuely if material is 
organized in a logical order. Children look for things to 
"fit together" in some kind of logical order. 
4. Most children can apply the alphabetic principle of 
phonemic spelling to uirite and read their own words, 
sentences and stories in a shorter time than we had 
preuiously belieued was possible at the K-1 leuel. 
5. Making the transition from phonemic to standard 
spelling is easy and natural for most children. 
6. Most children learn better when seueral senses are 
engaged at the same time. 
7. Most children learn better in a structured enuironment 
which is risk-free and in which they haue some control 
ouer their own progress and learning actiuities. 
8. Most children learn better if learning is personalized, 
feedback immediate, and opportunities for sharing 
promoted. 
9. Most children haue a greater chance for success if a 
program offers diuersity of learning style, and rate of 
learning. 
10. Most children learn better in pairs than alone (Martin 
and Freidberg, 1986). 
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Finally, Martin identifies three "keys to successful 
learning" which he belieues are essential to the effectiueness of 
the program: 
1. Self-direction - Children must haue a measure of control 
ouer and ownership of their own learning 
2. Euidence of learning - Children must be able to see their 
progress in ways which are tangible and rewarding to 
them 
3. Mastery of the subject matter - Children must master 
skills in an organized sequence (Martin and Freidberg, 
1986). 
The effects of UITR on children haue been widely studied 
and reported. R wide range of standardized tests haue been 
used to assess student effects and achieuement leuels. The 
Educational Testing Seruice (ETS) conducted a two-year 
eualuatiue study of the program inuoluing ouer 10,000 
kindergarten, first-grade, and second-grade students at 21 sites 
couering ten states. 3,210 UJTR students were compared to 2,379 
non-UITR students in grades K and 1 for specific learning 
analysis. ETS conducted pre and post statistical eualuations 
using seueral different standardized reading tests. Writing 
samples were eualuated using the holistic scoring method 
deueloped by ETS. 
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Salem's Experience mith Writing to Read 
Rlthough the ouerall impact of IIJTR has been positiue, there 
are problems uihich become clear only after one becomes 
emerged in its implementation. The Salem School System 
adopted IDTR for complicated political, as uiell as pedagogical 
reasons. It clearly saui IDTR as a tool for systemic change at the 
primary leuel. The program fulfilled its promise of eliciting 
enthusiastic parental support in an urban school system where 
parent inuoluement was neuer at the leuels hoped for. Six 
years after the program was introduced, parents remain not 
only enthusiastic, but, because of their interest in the program 
and their children's enthusiasm, they are more knowledgeable 
about their children's reading and writing performance and 
potential. The program's use of learning stations has been 
extended to the regular classroom setting. All K-5 classrooms 
now haue a minimum of three learning stations. IDTR also led to 
extensiue training in writing workshop techniques for all K-5 
teachers. Today, all K-5 teachers employ inuented spelling, 
coaching, conferencing, and peer editing in their classrooms and 
emphasize personal writing. Finally, IDTR has led to adoption of 
whole language techniques for integrated instruction utilizing 
children's literature and organized into thematic units of 
instruction. 
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In some of the district's elementary schools, it could be 
argued that I1ITR has outliued its usefulness, because teachers 
haue adopted its philosophy and methodologies in their 
classrooms, yet teachers are reluctant to giue it up because of 
the enthusiasm that children and parents still demonstrate 
about the program; because it is basically sound, because they 
can see uery high on-task behauiors in the LUTR lab; and because 
uiith whole language and writing workshop, they can 
compensate for its weaknesses. 
The Pro and Cons Inuolued in Implementing lUriting to Read 
This researcher concludes that the major weaknesses of 
LUTR are: 
1. Assuming it is an all encompassing language arts 
program. It is not. In order to be used effectiuely, LUTR 
can be only one component of a primary language arts 
program. Its reading and writing actiuities, especially, 
need to be supplemented and expanded in the regular 
classroom setting. 
2. LUTR integrates children's literature into its program in 
only a minimal way. The reading list of only 14 titles is 
inadequate. Salem teachers almost immediately started 
adding more literature to the lab. The program itself 
prouides no guidance for teachers in how to use 
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literature to teach language and reading skills or euen 
ho to to elicit responses to literature from children orally 
or in writing. No group literature experiences are 
prouided. 
3. Although the writing component of the program is its 
strongest element, the time deuoted to writing must be 
expanded beyond lab time and carried ouer into the 
regular classroom. The writing component is outdated. 
The work of Donald Graues and Lucy Caulkins, especially, 
needs to be addressed in teacher-training and the 
teachers1 manual. The writing component needs to 
integrate writing workshop techniques, especially the 
emphasis on writing as a process and the role of teacher 
as coach. 
4. UJTR prouides minimal oral language deuelopment. 
5. Both the computer software and work journal are rigidly 
structured actiuities, which, by program design, must 
follow one another. This means that a youngster spends 
20-30 minutes in highly structured actiuities. Many 
children experience difficulty attending to the task, 
especially at the work journal station. The journal itself 
is misnamed; it is a workbook with design flaws which 
haue neuer been corrected and which contribute to the 
difficulty some children experience in completing the 
work journal successfully. 
Although UJTA has much merit quite separate from the 
context in which it is used, its aduantages become more obuious 
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in an urban setting. The district's student population changed 
fairlg dramatically ouer the past 10-15 years (Rppendix C, D). 
Ulhile its teaching staff and curriculum remained fairly static, 
the student population grew more diuerse. Both minority and 
poor populations of students increased while the number of 
middle class students decreased. The elementary population in 
1992 included 25% minority children and 41% children supported 
through RFDC. Basic skills scores in reading and writing among 
elementary children were consistently below the State auerage, 
sometimes at the State auerage, but seldom aboue it (Rppendix 
D). The auerage age of the elementary staff is 52. The school 
system had for 15 years utilized a tri-basal program of reading 
which grouped all elementary students into low, middle or high 
reading groups. Some teachers were juggling as many as six 
reading groups. R significant amount of children's reading time 
was deuoted to worksheet tasks. Direct instruction of reading 
aueraged twenty minutes daily. 
Giuen all of these conditions, the prospect of gradual 
mouement towards a research-based literacy program seemed 
formidable. UJTR offered the opportunity to introduce a highly 
uisible and dramatic model for change at the primary leuel. The 
program's theoretical and pedagogical foundations were sound. 
It offered potential as the impetus to reuitalize the elementary 
language arts program because of its attractiueness to 
community and school committee, who despite disclaimers, 
perceiued it mistakenly as a "computer" program. 
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In fact, the elements of LUTR which made it a good choice 
for Salem mere: 
1. It mas a researched, field-tested and eualuated 
program. 
2. It integrated fairly traditional and fairly innouatiue 
instructional techniques. 
3. It combined a highly structured format attractiue to 
teachers and beneficial to students mith a uery child- 
centered, risk-free learning enuironment. Martin 
places great emphasis on positiue reinforcement; no 
negatiue reinforcement is allomed. The program is 
structured to allom children to succeed at their omn 
deuelopmental pace. Martin uiems early success in 
school as a critical issue. In an interuiem for the 
magazine Popular Computing, he stated: 
"fit this nascent stage of life, 
psychological consequences for early 
success are peruasiue and permeate later 
life1 (Homitt, 1984). 
4. It integrated technology reasonably. Students spend a 
maximum of 15 minutes per day of direct instruction at 
the computer. 
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5. It asked the teacher to play different roles. Since the 
computer prouided direct instruction of phonics and 
tape recorders prouided guidance for workbook tasks, 
the teacher was redirected into the roles of manager, 
monitor and coach. 
6. It integrated basal, language experience and whole 
language approaches to literacy instruction. 
7. It promoted the use of inuented spelling and ualidated 
the child's uoice, language and experience as the 
uehicles for expression and language deuelopment. 
8. It eliminated ability grouping and modeled a uery 
different pattern of classroom organization. 
9. It motiuated and excited all children, prouided for 
deuelopmental pacing on a totally indiuidualized basis, 
and gaue immediate euidence of language deuelopment 
through the amazing fluency children demonstrated in 
writing. 
10. It introduced young children to word processing, 
deueloping early in them the skill and ability to 
compose, reuise, edit and publish on a computer. 
11.lt modeled the use of learning stations, introducing 
choice, independence and responsibility to the daily 
curriculum of K-1 students. 
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12. It enabled the school department to model a process 
for staff deuelopment which prouided both quality 
time and adequate time for teacher training and an on¬ 
going process for support through the creation of neui 
roles. Two teachers who had initiated the original UJTR 
pilot in the system became UJTR Coordinators system- 
wide, providing technical and instructional support to 
all K-1 teachers. 
These coordinators were the first "converts" to whole 
language and were able to gradually introduce and support the 
conversion of the reading and writing program to a whole 
language program. 
Finally, UJTR is, above all, a very visible program. Its 
introduction created dialogue about literacy, opened avenues for 
change, and led ultimately to major reform of Salem's language 
arts program. The program remains controversial among some 
staff who yearn for a return to basals and ability groups, but for 
the most part, teachers have come to see its strengths and 
weaknesses and have placed it in its proper context as a 
component of a research-based language arts program. 
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CHAPTER III 
REUIELU OF THE LITERATURE 
The task of reuieuiing research related to reading 
instruction is daunting and enormouslg complicated by the scope 
and uolume of reading research. The objectiues of this paper, 
therefore, are to present a historical perspectiue of reading 
instruction in the United States, current research findings in the 
specific area of emerging or beginning literacy, and an analysis 
of the degree to uihich the theoretical and pedagogical bases of 
Writing to Read are consistent uiith that research. 
R Brief History of Reading Instruction in the United States 
The history of reading methodology in the United States has 
been characterized by suiings back and forth between an 
emphasis on skills and an emphasis on comprehension. The 
earliest reading methodologies stressed skills - the alphabet, 
phonics, decoding, and spelling - utilizing adult content, the Bible 
and patriotic essays (Rdams, 1990). 
Beginning in the 1920's the design of reading 
methodologies became strongly influenced by behauioral 
psychology. Behauiorist approaches to reading led to the 
organization of the reading "task" into hierarchically organized 
and sequenced sub-skills. The process of learning to read was 
organized into a series of discrete and simple steps and task 
achieuement became the focus of learning and teaching (Smith, 
1983). 
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Except for about a decade in the 1930 s and 1940 s when 
major reading programs were introduced that focused on 
comprehension, the so-called "look-say" approach, based on 
Gestalt psychology, the skills approach to reading instruction 
dominated the United States from the 1920's through the 1960's 
(Adams, 1990). Reading deueloped as a separate discipline with 
its own technology of skill sequences, workbooks, ditto masters, 
and test-teach-test management systems. Basal programs 
were deueloped by publishers in an effort to prouide systematic 
and uniform reading instruction based in behauiorist psychology 
(Goodman, 1986). These elaborate programs were organized to 
prouide manageable and efficient reading instruction with built- 
in accountability. All feature: 
• Establishment of a fixed, hierarchically and sequentially 
organized series of sub-skills. 
• Efficient instruction of children organized into groups by 
ability. 
• Reading material which had been adapted or created 
with controlled uocabulary and syntax, and organized 
into hierarchical leuels of difficulty. 
• A series of specific, testable objectiues to monitor 
student mastery of skills and a series of end of unit 
tests and standardized achieuement tests. This allowed 
for an identifiable leuel of reading competence for each 
student (LUinograd and Greenlee, 1986). 
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H 1981 study by Koeller estimated that by 1958, 95-99% of 
Rmerican teachers relied on basals for reading instruction and 
that in 1980, 80-90% of teachers still used basal programs as 
the core of reading instruction (Tunnell and Jacobs, 1989). 
Since the late 1960's and early 1970's considerable 
controuersy has emerged regarding traditional or basal 
approaches to reading instruction due, in large part, to the rise 
of psycholinguistics as a serious area of scientific research. For 
at least the past twenty years, an enormous body of knowledge 
has emerged on the cognitiue processes inuolued in reading. 
This has not, to date, led to a single, distinct, approach to 
reading instruction. Instead, the research findings of the 
psycholinguists has resulted in the adoption of a basic principles 
of language learning collected under the headings of "whole 
language" or "natural language" learning. Rs LUinograd and Paris 
(1989) haue noted, "... the major challenge is how to integrate 
the wealth of research into a manageable framework." 
Behauiorist us Linguistic Language Theory 
Basal reading systems deueloped before there was a 
research base on the cognitiue processes of reading. Much of 
this research, as noted, has occurred only in the past twenty 
years. Traditional reading theory is based on studies of 
instructional processes and skill acquisition in experimental 
situations. The research base which supports the principles and 
pedagogy of traditional reading programs depended on an 
objectiue, centrally controlled instructional process aimed at 
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imparting a series of hierarchical skills generally organized and 
sequenced to include: 
• The discrimination of letter-sound relationships. Children 
must learn the 26 letters of the alphabet and then the 
approximately 44 sounds of the English language 
(phonics). 
• These discrete letters and sounds are synthesized into 
words. Children are taught to decipher uocabulary using 
attack skills which bring them to word identification. 
• Comprehension (meaning) takes place as a final stage of 
the process through the introduction of a sequence of 
"artificial" text - that is, text that has been adapted or 
created to control the leuel of uocabulary difficulty or to 
place uocabulary lists in the context of a story (Smith, 
1983). 
Traditional theory emphasizes the alphabetic nature of 
written language and reading as a matter of decoding symbols 
to come to meaning. Frank Smith has labelled this as "outside- 
in" reading theory because the instructional approaches assume 
that the process begins with print on the page and ends with 
some interpretation in the brain (Smith, 1983). 
Current reading theory is largely based on the work of 
linguists, or more specifically psycholinguists and sociolinguists 
whose research has focused on studying the behauior of children 
as they read and write. This ethnographic or naturalistic 
research effort has resulted in an enormous amount of data on 
how children learn to read and what behauiors characterize 
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"good" readers. The basic premise of the research is that uie 
can best learn about the reading process by combining a 
knomledge base about the structure and nature of language 
iiiith obseruations of children acquiring language. 
LUhile linguistic theory drams distinctions betmeen spoken 
and mritten language, the psycholinguists emphasize that the 
natural process of learning oral language should be a model for 
learning to read. 
Linguistic study of the past thirty years has added greatly 
to mhat me knom about language and language deuelopment. 
The impact of linguistic theory on our current understanding of 
language and literacy has been extensiuely analyzed and 
enumerated (Holdamay, 1979; Nemman, 1985; Rdams, 1990): 
1. Words are constructed of morphemes, smaller units of 
meaning, and phonemes, small sets of speech sounds. 
Morphemes carry meaning; phonemes haue no meaning 
of themselues. Forty-four phonemes constitute the 
sounds of the English language, nil language is seen as a 
system of sentences. Although mords are essentially 
the smallest units of meaning, they operate 
meaningfully only in the context of a sentence 
(Chomsky, 1957). 
2. The mords are organized in systematic, established 
patterns in order to create sentences. This system of 
established patterns is labelled syntax. 
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3. Written language is a graphic system based on speech. 
Speech sounds become written as graphemes. In fact, 
graphemes often record how words were pronounced in 
some earlier time, and do not correspond to the way 
those words are pronounced today. This fact giues rise 
to increased complexity in reading and writing English 
(Chomsky, 1957). 
4. Linguistic theory draws distinctions between spoken and 
written language. Spoken language makes demands on 
short-term memory, while written language does not. 
Spoken language is usually easy to uerify because of its 
relationship to situation. Children become highly skilled 
in using contextual information to understand what 
adults say to them. Written language is more difficult to 
uerify and more ambiguous. Children learn the 
difference by hearing written language read aloud 
(Bloom, 1970; Clark, 1973; Macnamara, 1972; Halliday, 
1978). 
5. Language learning is not only imitation. It is a creatiue 
and deuelopmental process of social and personal 
inuention. Language deuelopment requires other 
language users to interact with. Children create 
language through an interactiue process of social 
engagement in which the goal of parents is making 
communication work rather than "teaching" a child to 
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talk. Parents help to shape children's language 
development by the may they respond to children's 
approximations of adult speech (Halliday, 1975; Wells, 
1980; Smith, 1981). 
Based on uihat is noui known about how children learn and 
use language, many past classroom practices seem to be 
founded on inadequate or euen inappropriate assumptions. 
Many instructional approaches are based on the belief that 
children are passiue receptors of language and that they 
deuelop speech by initiating sounds and then words. 
Psycholinguistic Research and Its Impact on Current Reading 
Theory and Practice 
The work of two psycholinguists, Kenneth Goodman and 
Frank Smith, essentially forms the basis of current reading 
theory. Goodman (1981) is responsible for the redefinition of 
reading as an actiue, generatiue process in which readers 
construct meaning from print with the graphophonic (letter- 
sound relationships), syntactic (word order) and semantic 
(meaning) knowledge they bring to the task. Goodman's theory 
of reading is based on his analysis of the errors or miscues 
readers make: 
"It is through errors or miscues that 
children make in reading that we'ue 
learned that reading is a psycholinguistic 
guessing game. We discover that learners 
are creative and actively involved in their 
own language learning. Through errors we 
see learners hypothesizing, not simply 
making mistakes." 
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Frank Smith (1983) added the concept of the importance of 
non-uisual information which the reader brings to the reading 
task. Commonly labelled "prior knowledge," the concept 
emphasizes what the individual reader brings to the text. 
Comprehension is the dynamic interactiue process of 
constructing meaning by combining the reader's existing 
knowledge with the text information within the context of the 
reading situation. 
"Normal reading seems to begin, 
proceed and end in meaning and the source 
of meaningfulness is prior knowledge. 
Nothing is comprehended if it does not 
reflect or elaborate what the reader 
already knows." 
Current reading theory reuolues around the following 
tenets of psycholinguistic research: 
1. The primacy of meaning. Anything that doesn't make 
sense to children is seen as a hindrance to learning. 
Children learn by being immersed in meaningful written 
language. 
"LUe are aware of words only when 
meaning fails and we attend letters when 
words are unfamiliar. Readers are aware 
only of meaning (Smith, 1983)." 
2. The uiew of reading as an analytic, constructiue and 
strategic process. 
"Reading is now seen as an 
interactiue process between visually- 
deriued information (text) and 
expectations-deriued information (prior 
knowledge) (Smith, 1983)." 
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3. The concepts of metacognition and strategic reading. 
Teaching children to become aware of and expand the 
repertoire of processes theg employ while reading, 
including self-monitoring for comprehension, problem 
soluing strategies and understanding reading goals and 
purpose. Smith (1983) describes reading, 
"... as a truly actiue, centrally- 
motiuated and centrally directed process 
in which readers hypothesize (predict) 
among a certain range of meaningful, 
likely alternatiues and search and analyze 
among featural information available in 
print only to the extent of being able to 
resolue their remaining uncertainty." 
4. The uiew of children as empowered language learners 
who come to school with a natural tendency to make 
sense out of the world and with a rich, fully functioning 
knowledge of spoken language. Teachers should 
encourage hypothesizing, predicting, and risk-taking in 
literacy deuelopment. Making errors is seen as a 
natural and constructive part of the language learning 
process (Holdaway, 1979). 
5. Rejection of the phonics approach as unscientific in its 
basic premise that reading is matching letters with 
sounds. Goodman argues that it is through writing, not 
reading that children discover the alphabetic principle, 
and reasserts that reading is a process of seeking 
meaning, not sounds or words (Goodman, 1986). 
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6. Rejection of the premise that reading is a precise 
process of sequentially perceiuing and identifying 
letters, mords and sentences. Essentially, through 
ethnographic research on uihat good readers do, the 
psycholinguists argue that effectiue reading is not a 
matter of perceiuing mords first and then getting to 
meaning. Instead, good readers focus on meaning and 
are unaware of words unless meaning fails them. 
Meaning guides and facilitates perception. Frank Smith 
(1983) defined the process thus, "In my uiew reading is 
not a matter of decoding letters to sound, but of 
bringing meaning to print." 
Beginning Literacy: The Role of UJriting in Reading Deuelooment 
Current literacy theory stresses the connections between 
reading and writing. Kenneth and Vetta Goodman (1983) write, 
"... people not only learn to read by reading and write by writing 
but they also learn to read by writing and write by reading." 
Readers use their background knowledge and experience to 
compose meaning from text; writers use background knowledge 
and experience to compose meaning into text (Tway, 1985). 
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The research suggests that reading and writing are related 
processes and that experiences in one enhance growth in the 
other. Literacy programs, therefore, need to focus equally on 
the two processes. Birnbaum and Emig (1983) articulate the 
deep and complex relationship between reading and writing 
thus, "Writing is the enabling literacy; reading is the responsiue 
literacy." 
Tway (1985) summarized research connecting reading and 
writing: 
• Reading and writing are reciprocal processes. Both 
processes utilize the same skills: selecting main ideas; 
organizing supporting details; discouering cause and 
effect; deueloping conclusions; clarifying meaning, etc. 
(Caulkins, 1983; Graues, 1987; Elkind, 1976). 
• Reading and writing are both acts of composing 
meaning, essentially similar processes (Tierney and 
Pearson, 1983). 
• Reading and writing influence each other directly. 
Reading experience influences writing ability; writing 
actiuities improue reading comprehension. In 
correlational studies the better readers are better 
writers and tend to read more than poorer writers 
(Stotsky, 1983). 
• There is growing euidence that, among goung children, 
the use of inuented spelling in writing simultaneously 
deuelops phonemic awareness and promotes 
understanding of the alphabetic principle (Clarke, 1989; 
Chomsky, 1971). 
• In studies of children who read before entering school, 
for many writing came first in literacy deuelopment. 
Written language deuelopment comes much earlier than 
is traditionally belieued, well before children receiue 
any formal instruction in reading or writing. Voung 
children may be deuelopmentally ready to write in the 
preschool years before they are ready to read (Durkin, 
1966; Clay, 1975; Chomsky, 1971). 
The research findings on young children's readiness to 
write before reading is supported by the clearly documented 
natural driue to read and write that occurs in young children 
(Teale, 1982; Taylor, 1983; Strickland, 1990). These research 
findings haue led recently to a new concept of language 
deuelopment in the early years commonly referred to as 
emergent literacy. 
Theories of Emergent Literacy 
R good deal of current research has been focusing on 
children's literacy deuelopment early in life. Most youngsters 
enter kindergarten with a significant amount of knowledge 
about language. 
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Voung children know that print carries meaning, has 
certain spatial characteristics, can be turned into sound, and 
that uiords are associated with specific things and people 
(Smith, 1978; Clay, 1975; Teale, 1982). The research indicates 
that children growing up in literate enuironments haue already 
made strong beginnings in literacy deuelopment. Children's 
early experiences with written language come from two 
sources, the words, signs, and symbols encountered in eueryday 
life and from being read to. McKenzie and Pennell (1987) 
summarized the findings on reading aloud to young children: 
"It is widely accepted that enjoying 
bedtime stories enables children to build a 
repertoire of books and stories they know well, 
which influences their language deuelopment, 
making it possible for them to predict the 
language met in books and so get a good start in 
reading and, generally, to be successful early in 
their school Hues." 
Don Holdaway (1979) defines this process as "literary set." 
Such children enter school with: 
• high expectations of print for making sense and 
providing enjoyment 
• familiarity with the language of books and the ability to 
make approximations in reading. Emergent reading and 
writing, like spoken language, begins with gross 
approximations. 
• a knowledge of how stories are structured and an ability 
to predict using this knowledge 
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• understanding of some of the basic conuentions of the 
printed language 
• hauing experimented uiith writing 
• a positiue attitude towards reading and writing 
The findings in emerging literacy promote the notion that 
classrooms need to duplicate the effectiue early learning 
enuironments that children who come to school, in Holdaway's 
(1979) phrase "... all set up for reading and writing" enjoy. 
These enuironments would include: 
• Immersion in playful, enjoyable, meaningful language, 
including children's own spoken and written language 
and literature. "Important learning begins in play 
(Meek, 1982)." 
• Teacher modeling, including: 
- reading aloud, reading enjoyment and enthusiasm, 
- uerbal interaction with text 
- silent reading 
- writing 
- risk-taking through predicting, approximating and 
hypothesizing 
- strategies that promote self-regulated learning 
- shared reading (enlarged text, big books) 
- repeated reading to memorization 
- sustained silent reading of student-selected books 
- Skills taught in meaningful context and directly 
related to the books and writing in which children 
are inuolued. 
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- Emphasis on meaning in all reading, writing, 
listening and speaking actiuities. The language is 
whole and children learn from whole to part. 
- integration of speaking, listening, reading and 
writing 
- Language and reading materials that are releuant to 
the world and interests of children. Children choose 
books that interest them and write about what is 
important to them. 
- Language as functional, personal and part of a 
community. Language in the classroom is centered 
on the needs, interests and liues of children. 
^—* 
Children respond to each other s attempts at 
communicating. Teachers identify real reasons for 
children to read, write, listen, and speak. 
- Risk-taking is encouraged. Making mistakes is seen 
as a natural and important part of the learning 
process. Approximating, hypothesizing and 
predicting are encouraged. 
- R wide uariety of reading, writing, listening and 
speaking opportunities. Many types of reading 
materials at a uariety of readability leuels. 
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The Theoretical Foundations of Writing to Read 
John Henry Martin's Book, fl Parents' Guide to the New Early 
Learning Program for Vounq Children (Martin and Friedberg, 
1986), uias clearly not intended as a scholarly discussion of 
reading theory or pedagogy. 
It's format and language are direct and fern sources are 
cited. Martin chiefly notes Piaget and Bruner as his sources for 
learning theory and Montessori, Chall, and Chomsky as his 
sources for pedagogy. There is no mention of Goodman or Smith 
or psycholinguistic research in general. 
Vet, Martin clearly espouses principles of learning and 
teaching consistent mith psycholinguistic research. These 
include: 
• The introduction of mriting simultaneously mith reading. 
Martin, like the psycholinguists, sees encoding and 
decoding as similar, euen reciprocal processes. 
• The use of inuented spelling to promote understanding 
of the alphabetic principle. Goodman argues that 
children are more likely to grasp the alphabetic principle 
through mriting, rather than reading (Goodman, 1986). 
• Clear recognition of the language experience mhich 
young children bring mith them and the importance of 
omnership and control in language learning. Writing to 
Read places great emphasis on the ualue of children's 
language and experience. The mriting component of the 
program is highly personalized. 
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• R major premise of Writing to Read is the creation of a 
risk-free learning environment in uihich mistakes are 
viewed as a natural and constructive part of the process 
of learning to read and write. Martin clearly accepts the 
fundamental psycholinguistic principle that the best 
model of language learning is the supportive, risk-free 
environment parents create for infants. 
• While Writing to Read is a highly structured program, it 
is designed to allow children to progress at their own 
developmental paces, offering some choice initially, and 
gradually increasing children's choices and personal 
responsibility for learning. 
• Writing to Read unquestionably provides multisensory 
approaches intended to meet the needs of young 
children. Reading, writing, speaking and listening 
activities are fully integrated and a wide range of 
manipulative materials are available to children. 
Writing to Read diverges from psycholinguistic theory in 
three significant areas: 
1. Martin places great emphasis on a child's recognition of 
the alphabetic principle as the basis for literacy, while 
the psycholinguists recognize the alphabetic principle as 
only an element of literacy. This difference is evident in 
Martin's integration of phonics instruction into Writing 
to Read. It is important to note, however, that Martin 
uses phonics to promote encoding (writing), rather than 
decoding (reading). He also structured fairly tight 
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controls on the amount and duration of phonics 
activities uiithin the program's format. The use of 
phonics, houieuer, does uiolate the preeminent 
psycholinguistic principles that all language must be 
meaningful and that, in Smith's words, "... reading is not 
a matter of decoding letters to sound, but of bringing 
meaning to print (Smith, 1983)." 
2. Martin sees writing as the means for teaching reading, 
aduocating writing before reading. The psycholinguists 
do not share his uiew of "...the power of writing as a 
motivator for all language behavior ...(Martin and 
Friedberg, 1986)." Smith, Goodman, and other 
researchers see similarities in the two processes. Some 
even define reading and writing as reciprocal processes, 
but no where in the literature is there an acceptance of 
the primacy of writing in literacy development. Martin's 
focus on writing has resulted in a failure on his part to 
articulate a clear theory or pedagogy of reading. The 
psycholinguistic view of reading as an analytic, 
constructive, and strategic process is missing from 
lliriting to Read. 
3. The preeminence of meaningful language - children's 
literature - as the heart of a literacy program is clearly 
not at the heart of Writing to Read. The program does 
utilize some literature and pedagogy consistent with 
psycholinguistic theory, but certainly does not see 
immersion in literature as the essential strategy for 
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literacy deuelopment. Writing to Read includes only 
fourteen titles in its trade book collection. Reading 
aloud is integrated into the program only through tape 
recordings of the books which children access at the 
listening station. This station, howeuer, is not uisited 
daily. Missing from the program is teacher modeling 
through shared reading experiences which is central to a 
psycholinguistic approach to literacy deuelopment in 
young children. The sense of community, text analysis, 
and uerbal interactions around text are totally absent 
from Writing to Read. Rs a result, absent also is the 
teaching of skills through literature. In Writing to Read, 
skill instruction is entirely based on children's writing. 
The discrepancies between Writing to Read and current 
theory lead this researcher to reassert that the program cannot 
be uiewed as an all inclusiue model for literacy deuelopment. 
It's chief weakness is its almost exclusiue focus on writing as 
the preeminent means to literacy deuelopment, giuing token 
recognition to the ouerwhelming euidence that immersion in 
children's literature is central to the deuelopment of literacy in 
young children. 
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CHAPTER IU 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
lniroductign 
This chapter outlines the research design and rationales for 
(1) approaches to research and methodologies, (2) data 
gathering techniques and (3) data analysis. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study mas to determine Luhether a 
structured, mandated instructional program could produce 
changes in teacher attitudes and behauiors in regard to the 
instruction of reading and uiriting. The specific goal of the study 
mas to document, measure and assess changes in attitudes and 
behauiors touiards literacy instruction luhich mere the result of 
teacher participation in training and implementation actiuities 
related to the UJriting to Read Program. Since Uiriting to Read is 
a unique program mhich includes components not generally 
found in traditional literacy programs, the study included the 
program's unique features: the use of computers, the use of 
learning stations, the emphasis on student independence and 
responsibility, learning enuironment, and the roles of teacher as 
manager and coach. R detailed description of the program's 
components is found in Chapter II. 
Teacher attitudes and behauiors tomards literacy are 
affected by numerous uariables including preuious training, 
years of teaching experience, years in the LUriting to Read 
Program, teaching assignment (regular, bilingual or special 
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education), experience uiith alternatiue reading and writing 
programs, teacher obseruations of student attitudes, behauiors 
and achievement in reading, writing and utilizing technology, 
follow-through classroom actiuities, teacher attitudes towards 
the use of technologies (computers, electric typewriters and 
tape recorders), and teacher assessments of parent attitudes 
towards the program. 
In addition to specific attitudes and behauiors affected by 
participation in the program, this study sought to report on 
teacher assessments of the program's strengths and 
weaknesses. 
This researcher identified only one study of UJriting to Read 
which addressed teacher attitudes and behauiors. In 1983, IBM 
contracted the Educational Testing Service to conduct an 
evaluation of UJriting to Read. Richard T. Murphy and Lola Rhea 
Rppel published their findings, Evaluation of the UJriting to Read 
Instructional System, in June, 1984. ETS's study took two years 
to complete and involved over 200 teachers and seven thousand 
students in thirty-five UJriting to Read schools and twenty-five 
Non-LUriting to Read schools. The focus of the study was the 
program's effects on children. ETS compared pre and post 
standardized reading tests and writing samples. The study 
concluded that the program was effective. In reading, UJriting 
to Read students compared favorably to other students. In 
writing, UJriting to Read students performed significantly better 
than comparison groups. In the same study ETS distributed 
questionnaires to UJriting to Read and Non-UJriting to Read 
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teachers. 113 UJTR and 81 Non-LUTR teachers completed surueys. 
79.5% of the UJTR teachers responded that they liked the 
program or liked it uery much; 88% ranked it as effectiue or uery 
effectiue. UJhen asked to assess student progress in reading 
and writing as compared to the progress students made in 
preuious years, ouer 60% reported that their UJTR students were 
reading better than students in preuious years and ouer 80% 
reported that their UJTR students were writing better than 
students in preuious years. Three items on the ETS questionnaire 
compared the instructional behauiors of UJTR teachers with Non- 
UJTR teachers. Teachers were asked to compare the amount of 
time they spent on reading to the amount spent in preuious 
years. 61% of the UJTR teachers responded that they were 
spending more time on reading, while 33% of the comparison 
teachers reported spending more time on reading than preuious 
years. 88% of the UJTR teachers reported spending more time on 
writing as compared with 41% of the Non-UJTR group. 
Among kindergarten teachers, ETS found some significant 
differences in teacher behauiors between UJTR and Non-UJTR 
teachers. 42.1% of the UJTR teachers indicated that a great deal 
of classroom time was denoted to creatiue writing, while only 
6.9% of the comparison teachers said they spent a great deal of 
time on the same actiuity. In assessing the amount of 
classroom time denoted to phonics and structural analysis, 
57.1% of the UJTR teachers indicated that they denoted a great 
deal of time to such actiuities, compared to 70.7% of Non-UJTR 
teachers. Rmong first grade teachers, the study found two 
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significant differences between UJTR and Non-LUTR teachers. 
UJhile 52% of UITR teachers reported spending a great deal of 
time on creatiue writing, onlg 25% of comparison teachers 
reported the same. 60% of Non-UJTR teachers reported that a 
great deal of time was spent on reading aloud, while only 37.5% 
of UJTR teachers reported the same. From these findings, the ETS 
study concluded that because of LUriting to Read's phonics 
approach, teachers were able to deuote more time to writing 
and were less likely to spend a great deal of time on phonics and 
structural analysis. 
In June of 1987, at the close of Salem's first year 
implementing LUriting to Read on a district-wide basis, this 
researcher conducted an informal suruey of kindergarten and 
first grade teachers. The suruey asked only two questions. The 
first attempted to assess whether teachers had obserued any 
change in student attitudes or behauiors relating to reading or 
writing. Nineteen out of twenty-two respondents (86.3%) 
indicated that they had seen positiue changes in student 
attitudes and behauiors. One (4.5%) reported negatiue change 
and two (9%) saw no change. The second question asked 
teachers to comment on whether their participation in the 
program had had "any effect on organizational or instructional 
practices" in their classrooms. Thirteen (59%) responded 
positiuely, fiue (22.7%) responded negatiuely and four (18%) 
gaue no response. 
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Among those who responded that their experience with the 
Writing to Read Program had affected their classroom practices, 
teachers cited changes in perceiuing and using their roles as 
coach and manager more; obseruing, monitoring and eualuating 
students more; more indiuidualized and small group instruction; 
more class time deuoted to writing; less time spent teaching 
phonics; and an increased consciousness of the need to integrate 
all the language arts. 
IUDe.Qf.HMu 
This study is a descriptiue study which combines multiple 
eualuation strategies including the use of a suruey instrument 
and the elements of a case study. Case studies attempt to 
present a detailed examination of one setting (Bogdan and 
Biklen, 1982). This case study focuses on a specific group of 
teachers working within a specific program and within a specific 
school system. In this context, this case study attempts to 
identify and describe a range of literacy behauiors and the 
relationships of these behauiors to teachers' backgrounds. (Ary, 
Jacobs and Razauich, 1985). 
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Research Questions and Hypotheses 
The ouerall question addressed by this study is uihether a 
mandated, structured and research-based literacy program can 
bring about desired changes in teacher attitudes and behaulors 
in literacy instruction, specific questions include: 
1. LUhat are teacher opinions about the effectlueness of 
the Writing to Read Program? 
2. What are teacher perceptions about the program's 
strengths and uieaknesses? 
3. What are teacher opinions about the use of technology 
in the Writing to Read Program? 
4. What are teacher perceptions of parent attitudes 
touiards the Writing to Read Program? 
The specific hypotheses to be addressed are: 
1. Teacher attitudes touiards literacy instruction changed 
as a result of inuoluement in the Writing to Read 
Program. 
2. Teacher behauiors in literacy instruction changed as a 
result of inuoluement in the Writing to Read Program. 
3. Specific changes in teacher attitude and behauior can be 
attributed to Writing to Read. 
4. Teachers perceiue specific attitudes and behauiors in 
students uihich they attribute to Writing to Read. 
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Data Collection 
This study included the collection of data from 
kindergarten and first grade teachers who had been trained in 
and implemented the Uiriting to Read Program using a suruey 
instrument ("Uiriting to Read Teacher Questionnaire"); school 
records, and interuiews. 
R. Site: Rll of the sin (R sixth elementary school opened in 
1990.) schools which comprise the elementary program of 
the Salem, Massachusetts, Public Schools. One or more 
Uiriting to Read Labs exist at each school site and are 
utilized on a daily basis for all kindergarten and first grade 
students, including special education and bilingual 
students. The system includes nine Uiriting to Read Labs, 
two of which are dedicated to URLE, the Spanish-language 
uersion of the program. 
B. Target Populations: Rll current and past kindergarten and 
first grade teachers in the Salem, Massachusetts, Public 
Schools who receiued Uiriting to Read training and 
implemented the program with students. This population 
included forty-four regular education, special education, 
and bilingual teachers. 
C. Suruey Instrument: Questionnaires were mailed to forty- 
four teachers. The questionnaire (see Appendix R) sought to 
gather information on teacher backgrounds (years of teaching, 
years in the Uiriting to Read Program, program type - regular, 
bilingual or special education and preuious training in literacy 
instruction); teacher perceptions of the program's effectiueness; 
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teacher obseruations of student attitudes, behauiors and 
achieuement in reading, uiriting and utilizing technology in the 
LUriting to Read Program; teacher attitudes touiards components 
of the program; and teachers' perceptions of specific attitudes 
and behauiors affected by participation in the program. The 
study sought to document changes in teacher behauiors and 
attitudes as a result of participation in the program. 
The suruey instrument (Rppendix R) included seuenteen 
questions and one hundred four uariables. Ualues mere based on 
the four-point Likert Scale. The Chi-Square Test of Statistical 
significance uias applied to the eighty-four uariables mhich 
addressed changes in attitudes or behauiors in order to identify 
those uariables displaying significance based on a .05 leuel of 
confidence. Uariables mhich demonstrated Chi-square ualues 
ranging from 0 - .05 displayed statistical significance mith less 
than fiue chances out of one hundred that such a result could 
occur by chance alone (Kerlinger, 1985). 
Interuiems 
Interuiems mere conducted mith fiue biased respondents 
mho mere chosen on the basis of hauing identified themselues 
by signing their, othermise, anonymous, uncoded questionnaires. 
Interuiems focused on topics couered in questions 8-16 of the 
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suruey instrument. These items address teacher perceptions of 
their attitudes and behauiors in literacy instruction and the 
effects of UJTR on those attitudes and behauiors. The specific 
yoal of interuiems mas to ualidate questionnaire thoroughness, 
depth and clarity. 
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CHAPTERU 
STUDV DATA 
This chapter presents the data obtained from 
questionnaires, interuiems, and other releuant school 
department records. 
The first part of the chapter uiill present the questionnaire 
data for all respondents, follouied by a comparison of responses 
by specific groupings of teachers dependent on their years of 
experience and uihether that experience mas in regular 
education, special education or bilingual education. 
The second part of the chapter mill focus on an analysis of 
questionnaire items and interuiem responses mhich assess the 
degree of change in teacher attitudes tomards literacy learning 
and teacher behauiors in literacy instruction. 
Questionnaire Data/Background 
The questionnaire mas sent to forty-four kindergarten and 
first grade teachers in the Salem Public Schools mho had morked 
mith Writing to Read in the past or mere currently morking mith 
the program. Salem is an urban school system mith a student 
body of four thousand. Approximately tmenty-fiue percent of 
the elementary population is made up of students mhose first 
language is Spanish. Writing to Read is an officially adopted 
program in Salem and, as such, is mandated for all regular 
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education and bilingual kindergarten and first grade students. 
Special education students are assigned to the program on an 
individual basis. 
Thirty-three (75%) teachers returned the completed 
questionnaire. Follow-up interuiews were conducted with fiue 
(15%) teachers who indicated a willingness to be interviewed. 
Respondents ranged from teachers with more than twenty years 
teaching experience to some with a year or less experience (See 
Figure 4). Thirteen (59%) respondents had taught for more than 
twenty years; five (15%) had taught for fifteen to nineteen 
years; eight (24%) had taught from five to nine years; five (15%) 
had taught for two to four years; and two (6%) had taught a 
year or less (See Tables 1 and 2). 
Twenty-six (78.8%) of the respondents taught in regular 
education classrooms, three (9%) taught in special education 
classrooms, and four (12%) taught in bilingual classrooms. 
Seventeen teachers (51.5%) had five or more year s 
experience with Writing to Read; eleven (33%) had two to four 
year's experience with the program; and five (15%) had worked 
with the program for a year or less (See Table 3). 
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Table 1. Teacher Background Data 
YEARS QF 
TEACHING 
EKPERIENCE 
RLE 
RESPONDENTS 
REGULAR 
EDUCATION 
SPECIRL 
EDUCATION 
BILINGUAL 
EDUCATION 
1 gear or less 2 1 1 
2-4 years 5 4 1 
5-9 years 8 5 1 2 
10-14 years 0 0 0 0 
15-19 years 5 5 0 0 
20 years 
or more 
13 11 2 0 
Table 2. Teacher Experience Lilith LDTR 
YEARS QE 
EHPER1ENCE 
RUTH UJTR 
REE 
RESPONDENTS 
REGULAR 
EDUCATION 
SPECIAL 
EDUCATION 
BILINGUAL 
EDUCATION 
1 year or less 5 4 1 
2 years 5 4 1 
3 years 2 1 1 
4 years 4 2 1 1 
5 years 6 5 1 
6 years 11 10 1 
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Figure 4. Q1. Vears of Teaching Experience* 
♦There mere no teachers in the study mith 10-14 years of 
experience. 
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Tables 3 and 4 delineate the types of training teachers had 
experienced in literacy instruction. Tuienty-fiue (75.7%) of the 
respondents had been trained to use basal reading programs and 
tuienty-fiue (75.7%) had been trained in uihole language 
techniques. Eighteen (55%) had receiued training in literature- 
based reading programs and only thirteen (39%) had receiued 
any training in language experience approaches to literacy 
instruction (See Figure 5). fis noted in Chapter II, LUriting to 
Read uses elements of uihole language and language experience 
approaches to establish literacy. 
Table 3. Teacher Training in Literacy Instruction 
Literacy Ml 20+ Years 15-19 5=3. 2z! 1 Year 
Program Respondents Experience Years Years Yejrs or less 
Basal 25 13 5 6 1 0 
Literature Based 18 6 1 5 4 2 
UJhole Language 25 6 5 6 5 2 
Language 
Experience 13 3 4 4 2 0 
Other 1 1 
Predictably, all of the teachers uiith fifteen years or more 
experience had been trained in basal reading programs. Among 
teachers uiith fiue to nine years experience, six out of eight 
(75%) had been trained to use basals. Homeuer, among teachers 
uiith four years teaching experience or less, only one (14%) had 
basal training. 
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Figure 5. Q4. Type of Reading Program 
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Younger, less experienced teachers indicated higher 
percentages of mhole language training than more experienced 
staff. Rll of the teachers with four or less years teaching 
experience had been trained in whole language. Six out of eight 
teachers (75%) with fiue to nine years experience had whole 
language training, while only eleuen out of eighteen teachers 
(61%) with fifteen years or more experience in teaching had 
training in whole language. Rmong the thirteen ueteran 
teachers with more than twenty years experience, only six 
(46%) had had whole language training. 
Training in language experience approaches showed a less 
predictable pattern. Only seuen (38.8%) of the eighteen 
teachers with fifteen years or more experience had training in 
language experience, among them were only three of the 
ueterans with twenty years or more experience. Two (28.5%) of 
the seuen teachers with the least experience had training in 
language experience. 
Of the eighteen teachers who indicated that they had been 
trained in literature-based reading programs, only seuen (38.8%) 
were teachers with fifteen or more years experience. Rmong 
the eight teachers with fiue to nine years experience, howeuer, 
fiue (62.5%) had training in literature-based reading. Rmong the 
least senior teachers with four years or less experience, six out 
of seuen (85.7%) had training in literature-based programs. 
If teachers are categorized mithin regular, bilingual and 
special education, (See Figure 6), bilingual teachers appear to 
haue had someujhat different training experiences than the 
other tuio groups. (See Tables 6 and 7). 
While the majority (80.7%) of regular education teachers and all 
of special eduction teachers had been trained to use basals, only 
one (25%) bilingual teacher had had this training. By contrast, 
while only thirteen (50%) regular education teachers and one 
(33%) special education teacher had training in literature-based 
approaches, all of the bilingual teachers had had this training. 
Similarly, all of the bilingual respondents indicated training in 
whole language, while twenty (76.9%) regular education and 
only one (33%) special education teacher had training in whole 
language. 
Bilingual teachers, as a group, represented the largest 
proportion of respondents with the least teaching experience. 
Two (50%) had four years or less experience and two (50%) had 
fiue to nine years experience. Bmong the twenty-six regular 
education teachers, six (23%) had four years or less experience 
and fiue (19%) fell into the fiue to nine year category. Bmong 
the three special education respondents one (33%) had fiue to 
nine years experience and two (66.6%) had twenty or more 
years experience. 
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Table 4. Comparison of Respondents by Program Category 
PROGRAM 
TQTRL 
TERCHERS VERRS OF TE RCHING TRRIN LJSG 
2£± 15-19 5^2 Zzl 
1 yr 
less Basal 
LLL 
Based 
Whole 
Lana. 
Lang 
Ehd. 
Regular 
Education 26 11 5 5 5 1 21 13 20 10 
Bilingual 
Education 4 1 1 1 4 4 2 
Special 
Education 3 2 1 3 1 1 1 
Questionnaire Data/tilriting to Read Program 
Tables 4 and 5 chart teachers' responses to questions 
specifically related to their feelings and attitudes touiards the 
UJriting to Read Program. 
In responding to how they felt about Writing to Read in 
general, twenty-seuen teachers (81.8%) indicated that they liked 
it or liked it uery much. Three teachers (9%) were unsure how 
they felt about the program, and two (6%) disliked it or disliked 
it uery much. 
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Table 5. How Teachers Feel about UJTR 
Vears of 
Teaching Like It Dislike It 
Experience Peru much Like It Unsure Dislike pery much 
20 years or 
more 
3 9 0 o 1 
15-19 
years 
2 2 0 o 1 
5-9 years 3 3 l i 0 
2-4 years 1 3 1 0 0 
1 year or 
less 
1 0 1 o 0 
Rmong the eighteen teachers with fifteen or more years 
experience, fiue (27.7%) liked the program uerg much, eleuen 
(61%) liked it, and two (11%) disliked the program uery much. 
Rmong the eight teachers with fiue to nine years 
experience, three (37.5%) liked the program uery much, three 
(37.5%) liked it, one (12.5%) was unsure and one (12.5%) disliked 
it. 
Rmong the seuen teachers with four or less years 
experience, two (28.5%) liked it uery much, three (42.8%) liked 
it, and two (28.5%) were unsure. 
Of the twenty-six regular education teachers, ten (38%) 
indicated that they liked the program uery much, thirteen (50%) 
liked it, one (3.8%) was unsure and two (7.6%) disliked it uery 
much. 
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Among the three special education teachers, one (33%) 
liked it uery much and tuio (66.6%) liked it. The four bilingual 
teachers represented a wider range of opinion. One (25%) liked 
the program, tuio (50%) were unsure, and one (25%) disliked the 
program. 
Table 6 compares teachers' attitudes towards lilriting to 
Read's effectiueness in reading and writing. Ouerall, teachers 
demonstrate more confidence in the program's effectiueness in 
teaching writing than reading. Rmong all respondents, twenty 
(60.6%) rated the program as effectiue or uery effectiue in 
reading, while twenty-eight (84.8%) rated it effectiue or uery 
effectiue in writing. Eight (24%) respondents were unsure about 
the program's effectiueness in reading, while only two (6%) were 
unsure about its effectiueness in writing. Finally, fiue teachers 
(15%) ranked the reading component as ineffectiue or uery 
ineffectiue, while the writing component receiued no ineffectiue 
or uery ineffectiue rankings. 
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Table 6. Teacher Perceptions of UlTR s Effectiueness in Reading 
and Ulriting 
RRTING BE! RUING jURJU.NG 
Rll 20+ 9-15 5-9 2-4 
1 yr. 
or 
less Rll 20+ 9-15 5-9 2-4 
1 yr. 
or 
less 
Uery 
Effectiue 
4 1 0 3 0 0 17 7 1 5 4 0 
Effectiue 16 4 3 3 5 1 1 1 4 3 2 1 1 
Not Sure 8 4 1 2 0 1 5 2 1 1 0 1 
Ineffectiue 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Uery 
Ineffectiue 
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The eighteen ueteran teachers with fifteen or more years 
teaching experience were widely diuided ouer UJriting to Read's 
effectiueness in teaching reading. Only eight (44%) ranked the 
reading component as effectiue or uery effectiue. Fiue (27.7%) 
ranked it ineffectiue or uery ineffectiue and another fiue (27.7%) 
were unsure. 
By contrast, fifteen (83%) in this group ranked the writing 
component as effectiue or uery effectiue and the remaining 
three (16.6%) were unsure. None ranked the program as 
ineffectiue in writing. 
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While the eight teachers with fiue to nine years experience 
demonstrated more confidence in the program's effectiueness in 
reading, they still ranked it higher in writing. Six (75%) ranked 
the reading component as effectiue or uery effectiue. Seuen 
(87.5%) ranked it effectiue or uery effectiue in writing. Two 
teachers (25%) were unsure about Writing to Read's 
effectiueness in reading, while one (12.5%) was unsure about the 
writing component. 
The least senior teachers, the seuen with four or fewer 
years experience ranked the reading and writing components as 
almost equally effectiue. Six (85.7%) ranked reading as 
effectiue, while in writing, four ranked it effectiue and two 
ranked it uery effectiue. In this group, the same respondent was 
unsure about the program's effectiueness in either reading or 
writing. It is perhaps worthwhile to look at the opinions of 
teachers on the effectiueness of the reading and writing 
components of the program based on the number of years they 
used the program. Table 7 presents this data. The rankings were 
Uery Effectiue (UE), Effectiue (E), Not Sure (N), Ineffectiue (I), and 
Uery Ineffectiue (Ul). 
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Table 7. Teacher Rankings of Effectiueness Based on Vears of 
Experience with 11ITR 
YEARS IN BERPINQ UJRI1 LING 
LUTR UE E N 1 Ul HE E N 1 Ul 
1 ur or less 2 3 3 1 1 
2 gears 1 5 3 2 1 
3 gears 1 1 1 1 
4 gears 1 2 1 1 2 
5 gears 1 3 2 4 2 1 
6 gears 1 4 2 2 1 5 4 1 
Among the 22 teachers with three to six years experience 
with the program, thirteen (59%) ranked it as effectiue or uery 
effectiue in reading, while fiue (22.7%) ranked it ineffectiue or 
uery ineffectiue. The remaining four teachers (18%) were 
unsure. 
In assessing the writing component, howeuer, nineteen 
teachers (86%) in this same group ranked it effectiue or uery 
effectiue. Three teachers (13.6%) were unsure. None ranked it 
ineffectiue or uery ineffectiue in writing. 
Among the eleuen teachers with two or less years 
experience in the program, eight (72.7%) ranked it as effectiue or 
uery effectiue in reading and three (27%) were unsure. None 
ranked the reading component as ineffectiue or uery ineffectiue. 
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In the same group, nine (81.8%) ranked the uiriting 
component as effectiue or uerg effectiue, two (18%) mere unsure 
and, again, none ranked the uiriting component as ineffective or 
uery ineffective. 
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Analysis of Findings 
The following analysis of findings is based on application of 
the Chi-Square Test of Statistical Significance to the variables in 
the survey instrument which assessed teacher opinions of the 
UJriting to Read Program and the degree of change in teacher 
attitudes towards or behaviors in literacy instruction and on 
follow-up interviews with five teachers and two Uiriting to Read 
Coordinators. 
Of the one hundred four variables in the survey instrument, 
twenty (19.2%) were dedicated to background information 
(Items 1-4) which has been reported and discussed in detail in 
the preceding pages. 
Chi-Square Analysis was applied to the remaining eighty- 
four variables which comprised 80.7 per cent of the survey 
instrument (Items 5-17). These variables, in turn, can be divided 
into four groups: 
• Items 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, and 17 (49 variables/58.3%) 
assessed opinions of the program. 
• Item 11 (11 variables/10.6%) assessed attitudes. 
• Items 10, 12, 13, and 16 (20 variables/19.2%) assessed 
behaviors. 
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• Item 15 (4 uariables/4.7%) assessed teacher perceptions 
of parent attitudes. 
Of these eighty-four uariables, the Chi-Square Test 
identified thirty-sin (42.85%) as statistically significant to the 
.05 leuel. 
Table 8 illustrates the Chi-Square findings by categories of 
teacher opinion, attitude, and behauior, and parent opinion. 
Table 8. Chi-Square Test by Category of Uariable 
flpinion Httjtgde Behauior Parent 
Variables Uariables Uariables Uariables 
Number of 49 11 20 4 
Uariables 
Number 15 8 12 0 
Significant 
Per Cent 30.6% 72.7% 60% 0 
Significant 
In summary, approximately thirty-one percent of the 
uariables assessing change in teacher opinion as a result of UJTR, 
shorn statistical significance, almost seuenty-three percent 
assessing change in attitude shorn statistical significance tuhile 
sixty percent of the uariables assessing change in behauior 
show statistical significance. Chi-Square showed no statistical 
significance in teacher perceptions of parent attitudes towards 
the program. 
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Research Ouestions/Qpinion Findings 
This researcher accepts the premise, discussed and 
documented in Chapters II and III, that LUriting to Read, despite 
some weaknesses, is, in fact, a literacy program of merit, based 
in prouen research and practice and prouen to be effectiue in 
teaching young children to read and write. The concern of this 
researcher and the focus of this study specifically is to assess 
the effects of the program on teachers. Thus, the analysis of 
findings will be organized around the four research questions 
which this study sought to address: 
1. iilhat is teacher opinion about the effectiueness of the 
Ulriting to Read Program? 
2. LDhat are teacher perceptions about the program's 
strengths and weaknesses? 
3. LUhat are teacher opinions about the use of technology 
in the LUriting to Read Program? 
4. LUhat are teacher perceptions of parent attitudes 
towards the LUriting to Read Program? 
Question 1: LUhat is teacher opinion about the effectiueness of 
the LUriting to Read Program? 
Rs noted aboue, forty-nine of the eighty-four uariables 
attempted to assess teachers' opinions of LUTR effectiueness. In 
this category, the Chi-Square Test identified seuen areas that 
were statistically significant at a leuel of .001 or less; eight that 
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were significant at a leuel of .05 or less; and eleuen with no 
statistical significance. Table 9 presents the opinion data of 
highest statistical significance. 
Table 9. Chi-Square Test/Opinion Uariables of Highest Statistical 
Significance 
Uariable Chi-Sauare Significance 
5 Holu do qou feel about UJTR? 16,0303 .0001 
7 Horn luould you rate its ouerall 
effectiueness in uiritinq? 
16.0303 .0001 
8-1 
Horn mould you rank UJTR's 
effectiueness in student ability to 
use technology 
18.9394 .0000 
9-4 
llJhat teacher role in WTR is most 
effectiue: promoting student 
independence 
16.1333 .0001 
17 Strengths and meaknesses of the 
program: 
17-5 •fluency in mriting 23.5161 .0000 
17-6 •listening component 21.5517 .0000 
17-7 •computer applications 27.1290 .0000 
This data strongly supports the following, conclusions: 
• Teachers' like UITR (84%). 
• Teachers belieue UITR is effectiue in teaching writing 
(84%). 
• Teachers belieue LUTR is effectiue in training children to 
use technology (87%). 
• Teachers belieue LUTR promotes student independence 
(72%). 
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• Teachers belieue that producing fluency in uiriting is a 
major strength of the program (93%). 
• Teachers belieue that the tasks to Luhich computers are 
applied are a major strength of the program (97%). 
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Table 10 presents the opinion data of statistical 
significance at a leuel of .05 or less. 
Table 10. Chi-Square Test/Opinion Uariables of Statistical 
Significance 
Ugriabie Chi-Sguare Significance 
8 Houj would you rank lUTR's 
effectiueness in student 
8-2 •attention to task 13.3333 .0003 
8-3 • motiuation 11.6452 .0006 
8-4 • responsibility 12.5000 .0004 
8-5 •independence 6.1250 .0133 
9 llJhat teacher role in UJTR is most 
effectiue 
9-3 •monitoring student progress 9.3226 .0023 
14 
How would you rate the 
effectiueness of LUTR with the 
following groups of children? 
14-1 •Rboue auerage 8.0000 .0047 
14-2 •Ruerage 11.6452 .0006 
17 Strengths and weaknesses of the 
program 
17-2 •phonics/structural analysis 7.2581 .0071 
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The data in Table 10 supports the following conclusions 
about teacher opinions of UJTR: 
• Teachers belieue UJTR is effectiue in keeping children on 
task (87%). 
• teachers belieue UJTR effectiuely motiuates students 
(81%). 
• Teachers belieue UJTR is effectiue in deueloping students' 
responsibility (81%). 
• Teachers belieue UJTR effectiuely promotes student 
independence (72%). 
• Teachers belieue UJTR is effectiue in helping them 
monitor student progress (77%). 
• Teachers belieue UJTR is effectiue with "aboue auerage" 
students (75%). 
• Teachers belieue UJTR is effectiue with "auerage" 
students (81%). 
• Teachers belieue that instruction of phonics and 
structural analysis skills is a strength of the program 
(76%). 
Question 2: UJhat are teacher perceptions about the strengths 
and weaknesses of the UJriting to Read Program? 
The data in Tables 9 and 10 identifies the components of 
UJTR which teachers perceiue as strengths of the program. These 
include: 
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• Writing. Teachers perceiue WTR as effectiue in uniting 
instruction and in the deuelopment of fluency in 
children's uniting. 
• Technology. Teachers belieue WTR applies computer 
technology effectiuely and deuelops student ability to 
use technology. 
• Student Behauior. Teachers cited four areas of student 
behauior which are deueloped by WTR. They belieue the 
program motiuates children, keeps them on task, and 
deuelops student independence and responsibility. 
• Listening. Teachers perceiue the program s listening 
component as a strength of the program. 
• Type of Learner. Teachers belieued WTR to be effectiue 
with "aboue auerage" and "auerage" learners. 
• Reading. Teachers cited the program s use of phonics 
and structural analysis as a strength. 
The Chi-Square Test did not identify any highly significant 
or euen significant teacher opinions about program weaknesses. 
It is clear, howeuer, that the data indicates uncertainty or 
diuision of opinion in some components of the program. Chief 
among these is the program s effectiueness in teaching reading. 
While sixty percent of respondents found the reading component 
effectiue or uery effectiue, twenty-four percent were uncertain 
about its effectiueness, and fifteen percent judged it ineffectiue 
or uery ineffectiue (See Table 6). When asked to rank the 
program's effectiueness in deueloping fluency in reading, 
teachers were almost equally diuided. Fifty-two percent 
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identified fluency in reading as a strength of the program, and 
forty-eight percent identified it as a weakness. Vet, almost 
seuenty-six percent of respondents identified as a strength, the 
program's use of phonics and structural analysis. Teacher and 
coordinator interuieuis reflect the diuision and uncertainty 
regarding LUTR's effectiueness in reading instruction. Three 
teachers and one coordinator identified the program's reading 
component as weak, one teacher remained uncertain, and one 
teacher and coordinator felt the reading component was 
adequate, but only in the context of IliTR as one component of a 
whole language program. 
Teacher opinion of UJTR's effectiueness in teaching reading 
merits further study. 
Other areas in which analysis of teacher opinion proued 
inconclusiue were the program's effectiueness with: 
• low achieuing students 
• oral language deuelopment 
• sight uocabulary deuelopment 
• word processing 
• the use of inuented spelling 
Question 3: illhat are teacher opinions about the use of 
technology in the Writing to Read Program! 
The Chi-Square Test strongly supports the conclusion that 
teachers find UJTR effectiue in teaching children to use 
technology and in the application of computers to specific 
literacy tasks (See Table 9). 
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Question 4: UJhat are teacher perceptions of parent attitudes 
tomards the Writing to Read Program? 
While suruey data is inconclusiue about teacher 
perceptions of parental attitudes towards WTR (See Table 11), 
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interuieuis with teachers indicate a uery high leuel of parent 
support for the program. This is another area which merits 
further study. 
Table 11. Teacher Perceptions of Parent Opinion of UJTR 
Parent Ooinion Number Percent 
Positiue 20 64.5% 
Negatiue 2 6.5% 
Uery Negatiue 0 
No Feedback 9 29% 
Summary of Opinion Findings 
Analyses of statistically significant opinion uariables 
indicated that teachers like UJTR and belieue it is effectiue in 
teaching writing, in the way it uses technology and in promoting 
student motiuation, on-task behauior, independence and 
responsibility. UJhen identifying the specific strengths of the 
program, teachers, cite fluency in writing, the listening 
component, computer applications, instruction of phonics and 
structural analysis skills, and effectiue monitoring of student 
progress. Teachers belieue the program is effectiue with 
"auerage" and " aboue auerage" students and in its use of 
technology. 
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Findings on lUTR's effectiueness in reading instruction were 
inconclusiue. Rlso inconclusiue were teacher opinions of the 
program's effectiueness with " below auerage" students, in oral 
language development, in sight uocabulary deuelopment, in 
developing word processing skills and in the use of invented 
spelling. Findings on teacher perceptions of parent attitudes 
towards I1JTR were also inconclusive. 
Ulhile opinion variables assessed teacher feelings about 
UITR, attitude variables attempted to assess changes that would 
affect instruction. 
Attitude Findings 
Eleven of one hundred four variables (10.6%) assessed 
changes in teacher attitude towards literacy instruction. The 
Chi-Square Test identified eight (72.7%) of these variables as 
significant. 
Table 12 presents the attitude data of statistical 
significance. Only one attitude fell into the category of highest 
statistical significance. This was the variable which assessed 
attitudes towards the role of teacher as coach, a role most 
frequently associated with the instruction of writing and 
specifically addressed by the program. 
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Table 12. Chi-Square Test/Httitude Uariables 
Uariable Chi-Square Significance 
11 How has your experience with 
LUTR affected how you uiew: 
11-2 •writing 11.6452 .0006 
11-3 •integrating reading and 
writing 
11.6452 .0006 
11-4 •inuented spelling 10.1250 .0015 
11-6 •utilizing computers in the 
classroom 
10.7037 .0011 
11-8 •using learning stations 6.5333 .0106 
•the role of the teacher 
as: 
11-9 .manager 9.3226 .0071 
11-10 .coach 21.1250 .0000 
11-11 .instructor 6.1250 .0043 
The data in Table 12 strongly supports the conclusion that: 
Experience with the LUTR Program significantly changed teacher 
attitude toward the role of coaching in literacy instruction 
(88.8%) 
In addition, the data supports the following conclusions 
about changes in teacher attitudes as a result of experience 
with LUTR: 
. Teachers uiew the role of writing in literacy 
deuelopment differently (78%). 
. Teachers uiew the integration of reading and writing 
differently (78%). 
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. Teachers uiem the role of inuented spelling in writing 
deuelopment differently (78%). 
Teachers uiew the integration of computers into 
classroom instruction differently (69.6%). 
. Teachers uiew the use of learning stations differently 
(70.9%). 
. Teachers see their roles as managers (75%>) and 
instructors (71.8%) differently. 
Once again, statistical analysis of change in teacher 
attitude towards reading as a result of LUTR is inconclusiue. 
No significant change in teacher attitudes towards reading 
instruction was identified. Findings in two other attitude 
uariables, also remained inconclusiue. Teacher attitudes 
towards using uarious groupings of students and learning 
enuironments showed no significant change. 
Summary of Attitude Findings 
Among the uariables measured, teachers demonstrated a 
high degree of change in attitude as a result of their experience 
with IOTA. Again, much of the significant change reuolued around 
writing instruction. Teachers uiewed the role of coaching uery 
differently. Coaching is associated with writing instruction. 
Teachers also expressed significant change in how they uiewed 
writing, the integration of writing with reading, and the use of 
inuented spelling in early writing experiences. Other significant 
attitude changes related to the use of computers and learning 
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stations in their classrooms and to changes in how they uiewed 
their roles as managers and instructors. No comparable change 
appeared in teachers' attitudes towards reading instruction, 
student groupings or learning enuironments. 
In the instance of assessing changes in attitudes, 
interuiew findings were consistent with suruey findings with 
one exception, three of the teachers and both coordinators felt 
that LUTR had had a positiue effect on classroom learning 
enuironments. Specifically, teachers and coordinators felt that 
more teachers focused on positiue feedback to students around 
writing tasks and that, generally, classrooms were more child 
centered, offering learning approaches which actiuely engaged 
students more often than in the past. 
Behauior Findings 
Twenty of one hundred four uariables (19.2%) in the suruey 
instrument assessed changes in teacher behauior. The Chi- 
Square Test identified twelue (60%) of these uariables as 
significant. 
Table 13 presents the behauior data of highest statistical 
significance. 
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Table 13. Chi-Square Test/Behauior Uariables of Highest Statistical 
Significance 
Uariable Chi-Square Significance 
16 Horn much time do your children 
spend in your classroom in each of 
the folloujinq actiuities: 
16-1 •Readinq aloud 22.5333 0.0000 
16-2 •Readinq silently 26.1333 0.0000 
16-3 •UJritinq 31.0000 0.0000 
16-4 •Deuelopinq siqht uocabulary 18.0000 0.0000 
16-5 •Learninq uiord meaninqs 25.4848 0.0000 
16-6 •Phonics and/or structural 
analysis 
25.4848 0.0000 
This data stronglg supports the conclusions that teachers 
spend classroom time: 
• Reading aloud (84.8%) 
• Reading silentlg (87.9%) 
• Writing (93.9%) 
• Deueloping sight uocabulary (93.9%) 
• Learning word meanings (92.6%) 
• Teaching phonics and/or structural analysis (90.6%) 
The data in Table 13 focuses on teacher classroom, follow¬ 
up behauiors. Of the six uariables, only two, "writing" and 
"phonics and/or structural analysis" are components of the UJTR 
Program, and part of the program's daily routine. Largely 
because of the emphasis on writing (encoding) as the primary 
means towards literacy deuelopment and its time limitations 
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(one hour daily) the program does not include literacy actiuities 
which focus children actiuely and specifically on decoding 
actiuities such as reading aloud, reading silently, deueloping 
sight uocabulary or focusing on word meanings. Teachers must 
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supplement UITR with these actiuities. The data in Table 16 
indicates that teachers, in fact, do focus on these actiuities as 
classroom follow-up to UITR, but that they also conduct, a highly 
significant amount of writing actiuity and instruction in the 
regular classroom setting. 
Of these sin highly significant uariables, only two, 
"LUriting" and "Teaching" phonics and/or structural analysis are 
integral to UJTR. Because of its time limitations (one hour daily), 
its specified learning stations and actiuities, and its emphasis on 
writing (encoding) rather than reading (decoding), the UJTR 
Program does not specifically include time for reading aloud or 
reading silently, or for deueloping sight uocabulary and learning 
word meanings. 
Table 14 presents the behauior data of statistical 
significance at a leuel of .05 or less. 
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Table 14. Chi-Square Test/Behauior Uariables of Statistical 
Significance 
Uariable Chi-Sauare Significance 
10 How much has your experience with 
UITR affected how uou: 
10-1 •teach writing 9.3226 .0023 
10-3 •integrate reading and writing 14.2258 .0002 
10-4 •use computers 10.8000 .0010 
10-6 •use learning stations 9.3226 .0023 
16 How much time do you spend in your 
classroom in each of the following 
actiuities: 
16-7 •penmanship 7.2581 .0071 
16-8 •spelling 8.1667 .0043 
The data in Table 14 supports the following conclusions 
about teacher behauior: 
• Teachers spend some or a great deal of time 
teaching writing (78%) 
• Teachers spend some or a great deal of time 
integrating reading and writing (81.8%) 
• Teachers spend some or a great deal of time using 
learning stations (75.7%) 
• Teachers spend some or a great deal of time in their 
classrooms on penmanship (73%). 
• Teachers spend some or a great deal of time in their 
classrooms on spelling (59.3%). 
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fls with the data presented in Table 13, two of the 
uariables in Table 14, "penmanship" and "spelling" are not 
specific components of 
UITR. Illhile the program models correct letter formation and 
standard spelling (for the most part), UJTR emphasizes fluency 
and inuented spelling, ouer correctness of form and spelling. 
These, too, are actiuities which must be supplemented in the 
regular classroom setting. 
The remaining uariables in Table 14 specifically focused on 
teacher behauiors which were affected by experience with UJTR. 
Once again, it appears that instructional behauiors related to 
writing, the use of computers, and the use of learning stations 
all show significant effect. Behauiors related to the relationship 
of reading and writing also show significance. Howeuer, the 
data fails to show significant 
change or effect in reading instruction specifically, or in 
grouping practices. 
Summary of Behauior Findings 
The uast majority of follow-through classroom behauiors 
which teachers specified, reuolued around reading instruction. 
Teachers spend significant classroom time in literacy actiuities 
not addressed by UJTR. These included reading aloud, reading 
silently, decoding strategies, spelling and penmanship. Equally 
significant, howeuer, was the considerable attention that 
teachers indicated they gaue to writing during regular classroom 
time. 
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The behauiors which teachers indicated were affected by 
their experience with UITR, are consistent with opinion and 
attitude findings. Teachers belieue their experience with UITR 
has affected the way they teach writing, their instructional use 
of computers and their use of learning stations in their 
classrooms. In addition, teacher behauiors 
around the integration of reading and writing actiuities were 
affected by IUTR. Once again, the data fails to show any 
significant change in teachers' behauior related to reading 
instruction or grouping practices. 
Teacher Longeuity Findings 
Other than the background differences discussed in Chapter III, 
there was little significant difference in opinion, attitude and 
behauior among teachers grouped by 0-9 years experience and 
10+ years experience. Only on three out of eighty-four uariables 
(3.5%) was any significant difference detected. Table 15 
presents these findings. 
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Table 15. Chi-Square/Teacher Longeuity 
Lonqepity Uariable Significance 
V 8-2 Holu mould you rank UJTR's 
effectiueness: student 
attention to task 
Hll respondents .0003 
10+ gears .02257 
0-9 gears .02610 
13 Horn does the amount of time 
spent on writing compare with 
the time spent preuious to UJTR. 
Rll Respondents .0067 
10+ gears .02813 
0-9 gears .03134 
16-6 Horn much time do your children 
spend in your classroom on: 
phonics and/or structural 
analysis. 
Rll Respondents .0000 
10+ .04751 
0-9 .05211 
Lilith each of these uariables, the teachers with 10+ years 
experience showed a higher leuel of significance, fls a group, 
they ranked the program's effectiueness in attention to task 
higher and indicated that they spent more time teaching writing 
since their experience with LUTR and more time in their 
classrooms teaching phonics and structural analysis. 
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Teaching Category Findings 
Again, there uias little significant difference among 
teachers grouped by teaching categories: Regular Education and 
Bilingual/Special Education. Once again only three out of eighty- 
four uariables (3.5%) shomed any significant difference. Table 
16 presents these findings. 
Table 16. Chi-Square Test/Teaching Category 
Teaching Cateooru Uariable Significance 
8-5 How would you rank 
UJTR's effectiueness: 
student independence 
nil Respondents .0133 
Regular Education .0147 
Bilinqual/Special .01714 
How much time do your 
children spend in your 
classroom on: 
writing 
Rll Respondents .0000 
Regular Education .00155 
Bilingual/Special .00188 
How much time do your 
children spend in your 
classroom on: 
penmanship 
Rll Respondents .0071 
Regular Education .00780 
Bilingual/Special .00922 
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Rmong all three uariables, regular education teachers 
demonstrated a slightlg higher leuel of statistical significance as 
compared to bilingual and special education teachers. 
It is important to note that the data on bilingual and 
special education teachers is sparse. Onlg three (9.1%) of 
respondents mere special education teachers; four (12.1%) mere 
bilingual teachers; and tmenty-six (78.8%) mere regular 
education staff. 
Summary of Interuiem Findings 
8 biased sample of fiue teachers (15%) mere interuiemed 
mith the purpose of assessing the thoroughness, depth and 
clarity of the suruey instrument. These teachers identified 
themselues by signing their suruey forms. Othermise, surueys 
remained anonymous and uncoded. Interuiems focused on 
teacher perceptions of the effects I1ITR had had on their 
attitudes tomards and behauiors in literacy instruction. Rmong 
the fiue, one mas a bilingual teacher and four mere regular 
education teachers. Three had taught for 5-9 years; tmo had 
taught for 20 years or more. 
The bilingual teacher mas the only one of the fiue mho 
disliked the program. She mas unsure about its effectiueness in 
reading or mriting and cited only tmo features of IUTR that she 
liked: mord processing and coaching mriting. Othermise, she 
felt that UJTR had not influenced her attitudes or behauiors in 
literacy instruction. Her major criticisms of the program mere 
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that it uias "impossible to integrate into the mhole language 
curriculum organized around themes" and that its 
"predetermined sequence and pace mere not developmental." 
Among the four regular education teachers mho mere 
interuiemed, one liked the program and three liked it very much. 
All thought that the program mas effectiue in mriting. However, 
only tmo thought the program mas effectiue in reading. The tmo 
most senior teachers felt that the program mas very effectiue in 
mriting, but not reading. One said, "It's not a reading program. 
It doesn't do much to improve reading skills." These same tmo 
teachers clearly identified LUTA as a source for changes in their 
attitudes and behaviors. Both said that UITA taught them the 
"coaching role" and that coaching mriting mas a change in their 
teaching behavior and a change in horn they viemed the role and 
importance of mriting in literacy development. Both also 
credited UITA mith a change in their behavior regarding the 
integration of reading and mriting. Three of these teachers cited 
a change in their attitude tomards the use of invented spelling 
as a result of UJTA. 
Interviem findings are generally consistent mith survey 
findings. The teachers interuiemed, including the one mho 
indicated she disliked the program, cited that the program's 
strength mas in mriting instruction. As mith survey findings, 
these teachers remain divided about the program's 
effectiveness in teaching reading. All, homever, specifically 
cited either "coaching" or the "mriting table" as the part of the 
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program they perceiued as the most effectiue and the one they 
liked the best. This is consistent with suruey findings. 
nil of the teachers interuieiued found the suruey 
instrument to be thorough in its representation of UJTR's 
components and clear enough to be easily understood and 
responded to by teachers familiar uiith the program. 
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CHAPTER Ul 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
This chapter begins mith a brief summary of the problem 
and proceeds to conclusions organized around the questions the 
study sought to ansuier and the hypotheses it sought to test. 
The national and local crises in literacy led one urban 
school system to adopt a highly structured literacy program and 
to mandate it as one means of accelerating needed change in 
teacher attitudes towards and behauiors in literacy instruction. 
That decision, the urgency of the issue, and the paucity of data 
on lllriting to Read's effects on teachers led to the 
conceptualization of this study. 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether a 
mandated, highly structured, and instructional program could 
produce changes in teacher attitudes and behauiors in regard to 
the instruction of reading and writing. The study sought to 
assess the opinions, attitudes, and behauiors of kindergarten 
and first grade teachers who had participated in extensiue staff 
deuelopment around the LUriting to Read Program and 
implemented the program with their students. 
fln analysis of the LUriting to Read Program, in light of a 
reuiew of the literature on emergent literacy and literacy 
deuelopment, concluded that the program was essentially 
consistent with current reading theory and psycholinguistic 
research, although diuergent in its use of phonics, emphasis on 
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the preeminence of mriting in early literacy deuelopment, and 
its cursory inclusion of children's literature. It is, once again, 
important to note that lUriting to Read was neuer intended by its 
deueloper to be an all inclusiue language arts program ( Martin 
and Freidberg, 1986). 
This inuestigator hypothesized that changes in attitudes 
and behauiors in literacy instruction could be affected by 
participation in the LUriting to Read Program. The Salem, 
Massachusetts, Public Schools were the site of the study. In 
1986 the Salem Public Schools adopted LUriting to Read and 
mandated it as a component of the language arts program for all 
kindergarten and first grade students, including 
Spanish-speaking students. The Spanish language uersion of the 
program, URLE, was also adopted by the school system in 1987. 
The school system prouided the same training and support for all 
teachers using the program. 
Findings were detailed on the basis of the suruey 
instrument and follow-up interuiews intended to clarify 
responses to items seeking to assess teacher attitudes and 
behauiors. 
Much of this data supports the proposition that change can 
be affected through imposition of a mandated, but structured 
and educationally sound program. This chapter summarizes the 
major findings consistent with the data presented in Chapter U. 
Following this analysis, is a discussion of the implication of 
these findings for practitioners as well as recommendations for 
further research in this area 
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Ma jor Findings and Conclusions 
Findings and conclusions are organized around the four 
research questions and the four hypotheses uihich this 
inuestigation sought to answer and test. 
Research QqestiQns 
1. HJhat is teacher opinion about the effectiueness of the 
Writing to Read Program? 
This researcher concludes that teachers generally like the 
Writing to Read Program and belieue it is especially effectiue in: 
. teaching writing and deueloping fluency in the writing 
of young children 
. the way it applies computers to the tasks of literacy 
instruction and in training young children to use 
technology 
promoting student independence in literacy tasks 
the way it integrates listening into literacy 
instruction 
In addition, teachers belieue the program effectiuely 
motiuates children and keeps them on task 
deuelops responsibility and independence in young 
learners 
helps teachers monitor student progress 
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addresses the literacy needs of "aboue auerage" and 
"auerage11 learners 
. instructs children in phonics and structural analysis 
skills 
2. UJhat are teacher perceptions of the strengths and 
meaknesses of the llJritinq to Read Program? 
This researcher concludes that teachers perceiue the 
following components as strengths of the lllriting To Read 
Program. 
. writing instruction and the deuelopment of fluency in 
young writers 
. effectiue and appropriate application of technology 
. deuelopment of student ability to use uarious 
technologies effectiuely as learning tools 
. the use of audio taped literature to promote listening 
skills 
. addressing the literacy needs of "aboue auerage" and 
"auerage" learners 
. using phonics and structural analysis to teach 
decoding skills 
Rlthough the analysis of data did not reueal any 
statistically significant teacher opinions about weaknesses in 
the program, the fact that reading instruction is not identified 
as a strength of the program is consistent with this researcher's 
analysis of the program in light of current theory and practice. 
In Chapter III, this researcher concluded that lllriting to Read 
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failed to present a clear theory or pedagogy of reading and that 
its greatest strength was its use of encoding to deuelop literacy. 
Based on the interuieiu and suruey data, it appears that 
teachers are diuided and unclear on the effectiueness of WTR in 
teaching young children decoding skills. Equally inconclusiue 
mas teacher opinion of UJTR's effectiueness uiith "below 
average" students. Both of these areas merit further 
inuestigation. 
3. lUhat are teacher opinions about the use of technology in the 
Writing to Read Program? 
This researcher concludes that teachers belieue LDTR is 
effective in teaching children to use technology and in the 
application of computers to literacy instruction. The data is 
inconclusive on teacher opinions of the program's effectiveness 
in developing word processing skills in young children, however, 
kindergarten teachers who comprised a significant proportion of 
respondents do not use the word processing program with their 
children. Follow-up interviews clarified this issue and identified 
this flaw in the survey instrument. 
4. DJhat are teacher perceptions of parent attitudes towards the 
Writing to Read Program? 
The data remains inconclusive on teacher perceptions of 
parent attitudes towards the program. This area, however, 
merits further investigation. 
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On comparing the opinions and perceptions of teachers 
based on years of experience, preuious training, or teaching 
category, this study detected little significant difference. LUhile 
younger teachers uiith little or no experience with traditional 
reading programs appeared to be more comfortable and trusting 
of UJTR's effectiueness in reading instruction than senior 
teachers, this difference did not proue statistically significant. 
Hypotheses 
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Hypothesis 1. Teacher attitudes towards literacy instruction 
changed as a result of inuoluement in the lUriting to Read 
Program. 
This researcher concludes that inuoluement in the LUTR 
Program contributed significantly to a change in teacher 
attitudes specifically related to the role of writing in literacy 
deuelopment. This conclusion is further supported by the fact 
that teachers' attitude towards coaching changed dramatically, 
as had their attitude towards the integration of reading and 
writing actiuities and the utilization of inuented spelling to 
deuelop fluency in writing. 
Of comparable significance is the change in teacher 
attitudes towards the use of learning stations and computers in 
their classrooms. These were major objectiues in the system s 
adoption of UJTR and this researcher concludes that the 
objectiues were, in large part, achieued. If, howeuer, teacher 
attitudes towards decoding haue changed, UJTR can not be 
attributed as the cause of that change based on the findings in 
this study. 
Hypothesis 2. Teacher behauiors in literacy instruction changed 
as a result of inuoluement in the Writing to Read Program. 
This researcher concludes that inuoluement in the Writing 
to Read Program contributed significantly to changes in teacher 
behauior in literacy instruction. The specific behauiors, once 
again, reuolue around writing instruction, the integration of 
reading and writing actiuities and transference of the use of 
computers and learning stations into the regular classroom 
setting. 
Rgain, no significant change in teacher behauior in reading 
instruction was established by the study. The specific 
connections between learning to write and learning to read 
which LUTR fails to make clear to teachers also remain unclear in 
the literature. While researchers generally agree that the 
connections between encoding and decoding skills are highly 
significant in deueloping literacy, specific details about that 
relationship remain elusiue. Dyson (1982) writes: 
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II In attempting to read their own 
writing both independently and in 
interaction with peers and adults, children 
may discouer the nature of the precise 
connection between reading, writing and 
language. ...within the past decade our 
conception of the written language puzzle 
has changed dramatically. Requiring 
written language has assumed all the 
complexity and intrigue of the acquisition 
of oral language. For learners to 
understand the written language symbol 
system appears to inuolue learning at 
seueral leuels all at once." 
Rs opposed to practitioners, the theorists argue that one 
must trust the teacher, or, presumably, the program, in 
Holdaway's words (1979), "... to prouide a fauorable 
enuironment,... induce appropriate actiuity in literacy tasks" 
and trust that "... the complex matter of learning is carried out 
by learners. Children learn by actually behauing in the skill...." 
Hypothesis 5. Specific changes in teacher attitudes and 
behauiors can be attributed to lilriting to Read. 
The data supports this hypothesis. Specific teacher 
attitudes and behauiors changed as a result of teacher 
experience in the UJTR Program. Chief among them were 
changes in attitude in the role of writing in literacy deuelopment 
and in the use of writing actiuities to promote literacy. Related 
to this is the change in attitude and instructional behauior 
regarding the integration of reading and writing. 
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The data also supports a change in teacher attitude and 
behauior towards the integration of computers into daily 
instructional actiuities and transference of learning stations 
from the I1ITR Lab to the regular classroom setting. 
Hypothesis 4. Teachers perceiue specific attitudes and behauiors 
in students uihich they attribute to Ulriting to Read. 
Ulhile changes in student attitudes and behauiors were not 
central to this study, the study was concerned with teacher 
perceptions of student attitude and behauior in the LUTR 
Program. This researcher concludes that teachers did attribute 
specific student attitudes and behauiors to the program. 
Teachers saw students as significantly more motiuated, 
attentiue to task, responsible and independent. 
Summary and Conclusion 
The findings of this study document positiue teacher 
opinions about the Ulriting to Read Program and changes in their 
attitudes towards literacy deuelopment and behauiors in 
literacy instruction. The focus of that change is teacher attitude 
towards the important role writing plays in literacy 
deuelopment and a significant increase in the amount of 
instruction denoted to writing and to the integration of writing 
with reading actiuities in the regular classroom. Perhaps of 
lesser significance in the area of literacy are the changes the 
study documents in teacher attitudes and behauiors regarding 
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the integration of computers into daily instructional actiuities 
and the transference of learning stations into classrooms. 
The study generally reinforces the status of the UJriting to 
Read Program as a uiable and sound approach to early literacy 
instruction. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
The results of this study raise specific implications for 
research related to the UJriting to Read Program, in particular. 
Chief among these is an assessment of the program's reading 
component. Other issues directly related to the program which 
merit further inuestigation are the program's effects on loui 
achieuing students and parent attitude touiards the program. 
The latter issue, it seems, is especially pertinent giuen research 
findings on the significant role parents play in emergent literacy 
(Teale, 1981). 
The study also raises implications about the process of 
teacher change and the effects of mandates and "packaged" 
programs on that process. 
Perhaps the most critical question luhich this study raises 
is the one that remains unanswered in the literature. That is, 
what are the precise connections between encoding and 
decoding skills in early literacy deuelopment. lllhile many 
researchers haue addressed this issue (Chomsky, 1971; Clay, 
1982; Durkin, 1966; Holdaway, 1979; C. Smith and Dahl, 1984; F. 
Smith, 1983; Stotsky, 1983; Strickland, 1990; Taylor, 1983; Teale, 
1984), clear and conclusiue findings remain to be established. 
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HPPENDIH R 
UJTR TERCHER QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Holu many years teaching experience haue you had? 
1 year or less 
2-4 years _ 
5-9 years _ 
10-14 years _ 
15-19 years _ 
20 years or more, 
2. Is your current assignment: 
regular education_bilingual_special education_ 
3. UJhat year did you begin using UJTR? 
1991-92_ 
1990-91_ 
1989-90_ 
1988-89_ 
1987-88_ 
1986-87_ 
4. UJhat kind of reading program mere you trained to use other than WTR? 
basal _ 
literature-based_ 
whole language_ 
language experience_ 
other _ 
(Please specify) 
5. Horn do you feel about WTR? 
like it uery much. 
like it _ 
not sure _ 
dislike it _ 
uery much _ 
6. Horn mould you rate its ouerall effectiueness in reading? 
uery effectiue_ 
effectiue _ 
not sure _ 
ineffectiue _ 
uery ineffectiue_ 
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7. How would you rate its ouerall effectiveness in writing? 
very effective_ 
effective _ 
not sure  
ineffective  
very ineffective_ 
8. How would you rank UJTR's effectiveness. 
(Please rank each item 1-4, with 1 the highest rating and 4 the lowest) 
student ability to use technology _ 
(computers, tape recorders, headsets)  
student attention to task  
student motivation ___ 
student responsibility  
student independence  
9. IJJhat teacher role in UJTR is most effective. (Please rank each item 1-4, 
with 1 the highest rating and 4 the lowest.) 
program management _ 
coaching reading  
monitoring student progress  
promoting student independence  
other _ 
(please specify) 
10. How much has your experience with LIJTR effected how you: 
Enter 1 a great deal 
2 some 
3 little 
4 not applicable 
teach writing _ 
teach reading  
integrate reading and writing_ 
use computers __ 
group children  
use learning stations_ 
other_ 
(please specify) 
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11. Horn much has your experience with UJTR affected how you uiew: 
Enter 1 a great deal 
2 some 
3 little 
4 not applicable 
reading 
writing 
integrating reading and writing 
inuented spelling 
using uarious groupings of students 
utilizing computers in the classroom 
learning enuironments 
using learning stations 
the roles of the teacher as 
manager 
coach 
instructor 
12. How does the amount of time you spend on reading compare with the 
amount spent in years preuious to UJTR? (Please check one.) 
spending more time on reading _ 
spending about the same amount of time_ 
spending less time 
13. How does the amount of time you spend on writing compare with the 
amount spent in before using UJTR. (Please check one.) 
spending more time on writing _ 
spending about the same amount of time_ 
spending less time  
not applicable _ 
14. How would you rate the effectiueness of UJTR for the following groups 
of children? (Please check one in each column) 
Rboue Rueraqe Rueraqe Below Rueraqe 
Uery effectiue _ _ _ 
Effectiue    
Not Sure    
Ineffectiue _ _ _ 
Uery ineffectiue    
15. UJhat kind of feedback haue you had from parents about UJTR? 
(Please check one.) 
Uery Positiue _ 
Positiue  
No feedback  
Negatiue _ 
Uery Negatiue  
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16. How much time do your children spend in your classroom in each of the 
following actiuities: 
Enter 1 a great deal 
2 some 
3 little 
4 not applicable 
Reading aloud _ 
Reading silently  
Writing  
Deueloping sight uocabulary _ 
Learning word meanings  
Phonics and/or structural analysis_ 
Penmanship _ 
Spelling  
17. Please check the following statements as to whether the item is a 
strength or weakness of the WTR Program. 
Strength Weakness 
oral language deuelopment _ _ 
phonics/structural analysis   
sight uocabulary _  
fluency in reading  _ 
fluency in writing _  
listening component   
computer applications _ _ 
word processing   
inuented spelling _  
student motiuation  _ 
student attention to task _  
Others_   
18. Please add any comments: 
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APPENDIX B 
CTBS DISTRICT SUMMARY1 DATA 
Grade N 
Reading 
Voc. Conor. Total 
Mathematics 
Comp. C & A Total 
Word Analysis 
2 329 59.9 33.7 48.6 48.3 55.'9 5 6.5 39.6 
3 299 63.0 62.1 64.2 40.6 5.8.2 50.1 51.8 
4 302 66.7 56.3 63.2 74.5 72.7 81.4 40.6 
5 306 50.8 52.3 53.3 58.3 63.0 62.6 
6 276 38.0 51.7 45.1 63.2 48.9 55.0 
7 269 41.2 50.3 47.8 52.8 57.7 57.1 
8 285 54.3 55.1 55.0 54.3 53.6 53.7 
School Compos! ,t£ 
Bates 
2 61 76.8 48.3 59.0 72.8 ' 56.0 63.0 48.0 
3 50 89.5 67.8 83.0 49.3 80.3 70.0 77.5 
4 51 81.6 69.2 . 76.8 86.0 . 87.3 89.3 64.0 
5 55 72 .‘5 55.2 '•65.7 ' 76.0 88.8 88.7 
Bentley 
2 33 42.7 26.6 34.0 33.0 • 36.0 34.0 26.0 
3 45 75.0 76.3 82.0 46.7 • 81.0 73.0 57.0 
4 38 74.3 63.0 69.0 77.0 ’ 75.0 80.5 38.5 
5 41 41.7 38.0 43.5 54.0 68.0 61.2 
Carlton 
2 45 .54.6 31.0 .42;o • •59.4 .56.4 '57.0 40.0 
3 44 53.0 51.0 55.0 . 19.0 51.5 30.5 48.0 
4 31 58.0 34.2 48.3 . 67.0 46.0 55.8 31.7 
5 29 57.7 65.0 64.0 61.0 64.7 75.0 
Federal St. 
2 19 43.5 27.7 37.0 73.2 56.5 71.0 29.0 
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Grade N 
Reading Mar.he.ratios Word Analysis 
Voc. Compr. Total Comp. C & A Total 
Horace Mann 
2 83 69.0 34.5 50.3 36.1 52.7 48.3 34.0 
3 78 57.3 50.6 55.8 39.3 45.1 39.5 36.0 
4 94 55.6 51.8 60.3 68.5 . 69.0 80.4 37.2 
5 83 35.5 44.7 40.5 49.0 42.5 45.7 
Witchcraft 
2 88 58.2 33.0 48.0 53.3 62.3 60.5 41.6 
. 3 82 59.9 59.0 57.0 36.5 46.4 41.9 49.3 
4 88 65.0 61.0 63.0 77.5 71.5 80.3 37.8 
. 5 98 60.0 56.5 58.5 59.7 66.3 65.8 
M. S. 
6 
East 
89 32.0 48.7 38.5 62.3 34.3 47.4 
7 70 38.3 43.5 41.0 48.0 46.7 52.0 
8 88 47.7 47.7 46.0 52.3 41.0 46.5 
M. S. 
6 
West 
187 . 39.8 52.4 47.6 63.5 56.0 59.5 
7 199 42.0 53.0 - 49.3 54.1 60.5 60.3 
8 197 57.0 ' 59.1 59.0 55.1 58.3 56.2 
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APPENDIXC 
WRITING TO READ ON-SITE TEACHER TRAINING 
DAY 1 
ACTIVITY 
WELCOME AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Intent: To open the workshop formally, make statement of significance 
of the session to the school and/or district, and provide 
information on practical matters. 
Procedures: 
Designated person (usually the District Superintendent the 
district and/or the Principal of the school where the workshop is 
being held) greets the participants. The Host Principal or the 
WTR Coordinator gives general information concerning the 
following: 
• Location of restrooms, lunchroom, telephone, parking rules, 
school's phone # for emergencies 
• Location of refreshment/dining are, local restaurants 
• Invitation to and location of any post-session activities (i.e., 
Dutch-treat dinner together) 
• Any minor changes in program agenda (if any) 
OBJECTIVES AND OVERVIEW OF TRAINING SESSION 
Intent: To present goals and content of the two day session 
Procedures: 
Use OH projector to show objectives and agenda. 
Highlight specific content and events verbally and offer 
opportunity for questions 
Materials: 
Transparency of Workshop Agenda 
Transparency of Objectives 
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WRITING TO READ 
Two Day On-Site Training Workshop 
DAY 1 
ACTIVITY 
yTR-Overview of Its History and Theoretical Base 
Intent: To describe the philosophical and historical 
basis for the WTR System and to present field-test 
information and results of the Educational 
Testing Service (ETS) evaluation 
Procedures: 
Lecture/video tape/slides presentation 
Materials: 
15 minute videotape on WTR (yellow school bus) 
- Key slides of field test sites, WTR objectives, 
vocabulary development and writing, stages 
- Several copies of the ETS Report 
- ETS Conclusions transparency 
- Teacher's Manual (Chapter 1) 
WTR Outcomes for Children 
Intent: To describe significance of the WTR System in 
terms of children’s productivity in writing (and 
in reading what they have written) 
Procedures: 
Use OH projector to show summary of outcomes. 
Samples of children's stories are displayed and 
discussed as evidence of outcomes 
Materials: 
- Outcomes for Children transparency 
- Samples of children's writing (transparencies) 
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WRITING TO READ 
Tvo Day On-Site Training Workshop 
DAY 1 
ACTIVITY 
• Setting Goals for the Workshop 
Intent: To elicit concerns and aspirations of the parti¬ 
cipants so that staff and program may better meet 
their individual needs 
Procedures: 
Individual Goal Setting forms are located in 
Registration Packet 
Participants write their personal goals 
Participants share their goals over coffee with 
a participant they did not know previously (or 
find the person whose construction paper matches 
theirs) 
Participants are to interview each other then 
introduce partner to the total group by giving 
name, school, one of the person's goals and a 
one-word descripter (adjective) 
Materials: 
N/A 
Coffee Break (share goals) 
Intent: To provide refreshments and a relaxed time for 
informal socializing 
To allow participants time to discuss the 
morning's activities 
To allow time for participants to share goals 
and interview partners 
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WRITING TO READ 
Two Day On-Site Training Workshop 
DAY 1 
ACTIVITY 
Introduction of Participants 
Intent: To recognize each participant and thereby 
personalize upcoming activities 
Procedures: . 
Participant stands and introduces partner, tells 
one of the goals that person has for the training 
workshop, and describes him or her in one word 
Materials: 
N/A 
Preview of the Components and Management of the WTR Center 
Intent: To familiarize participants with the components 
and management of the WTR System through emphasis 
on the idea that WTR is not a stand alone 
computer program. Rather, it is a system that 
incorporates the computer as one of its vital 
components. All of the components are 
essential to achieving positive growth 
Procedures: 
Commentary on slides interspersed with references 
to pages in the WTR Teacher’s Manual 
Materials: 
- Slides entitled "WTR Center Overview” 
- Transparency with reference to pages in the Teacher’s 
Manual 
- Script entitled ’’Components of the WTR Center” 
- Handout entitled ”Noh-IBM Writing To Read Center 
Resources” 
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WRITING TO RZAD 
WTR On-Site Teacher Training 
DAY 1 
ACTIVITY 
Lunch 
Staff members meet over lunch to: 
- read participants' individual goals 
in preparation for small group session 
- discuss last minute arrangements for 
afternoon sessions 
-If it is not possible to have lunch brought in, an additional 
thirty minutes should be allotted for a lunch break 
Small Group Conferences (by school groups) 
Intent: To provide opportunity for discussion of 
expectations and concerns related to implementation 
since teachers and aides who are to be responsible 
for a WTR Center are likely to be experiencing 
anxiety about those changes and the added. 
responsibilities 
Procedures: 
Teams from each school (including teachers, aides 
and the principal) meet with a workshop staff member 
to discuss goals, concerns, and unique situations 
related to implementation within their particular 
school 
Staff member (who has already read and summarized 
individual goals): 
- greets participants 
- peruses and verbally highlights specific goals 
(or returns goals sheets to each member of group 
for reference) to initiate discussion 
- elicits team members feelings, impressions of 
the WTR System and unique situations 
within their school that either support 
or could cause problems in implementation 
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WRITING TO READ 
WTR On-Site Teacher Training 
DAY 1 
ACTIVITY 
- helps group explore concerns and offers 
assistance at appropriate times 
- serves as resource person in referring 
concerns or questions he/she cannot answer 
to another member of the staff who may be 
able to offer assistance 
Materials: N/A 
Introducing the PC Jr 
Intent: To illustrate the relative simplicity of setting 
up and operating the PCjr 
Procedure: 
Demonstration/Lecture format beginning with the 
PCjr in the shipping carton and ending with it 
fully set up and operational 
Materials: 
- PCjr with voice attachment 
- WTR demo diskette 
- Leader's Guide entitled "Introducing the 
PC j r" 
- Diagram of PCjr (transparency) 
Refreshment Break* 
Intent: To provide refreshments and a relaxed time 
for interaction among participants 
Procedure: 
Timing is important here since it allows staff 
• a last-minute opportunity to prepare WTR Center 
for simulation session 
* Just prior to break, participants are asked to choose some¬ 
one with whom they would like to work during the WTR Center 
simulation and to turn both names in to a staff member before 
taking a break. 
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• WRITING TO READ 
WTR On-Site Teacher Training 
DAY 1 
ACTIVITY 
Simulation of the WTR Center 
Intent: To provide a time for participants to learn 
about the WTR Center by exploring materials 
and practicing activities that children will 
be involved in at each station 
Procedures: 
A staff member briefly describes the Manage¬ 
ment System to be used in the simulation 
(usually Handsignal Management). The Daily 
Assignment Sheet transparency with partners' 
names recorded is displayed. Participants 
are then given specific directions in 
vhat they are to do at each station and 
shown how they are to move about the Center, 
i.e.: 
° Computer Station: "Insert diskettes and 
follow instructions responding to one of the 
cycle word lessons. Be sure to take turns in 
completing what you are asked to do. If 
there’s time when you have finished a lesson 
(do not exceed 15 minutes at the computer 
station), you should try the Mastery Test or 
Kake Words activity. Be sure to record what 
you accomplish on the back page (photocopy of) 
the Work Journal" 
° Work Journal (WJ) Station: "Listen to a tape 
and follow directions by writing on photocopies 
of pages from the WJ (or tracing with your 
finger in the student's journal). Record 
accomplishments on the back of the WJ" 
° Writing/Typing station: "Using phonemic spelling, 
write a story about an important place in*your 
life (or an unusual event or an event related to 
the season, etc.) Choose paper and writing 
instrument you prefer, or use the typewriter. There 
are m2gic markers and crayons available should 
you want to illustrate your story" 
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WRITING TO READ 
WTR On-Site Teacher Training 
• DAY 1 
ACTIVITY 
° Listening Station: "Choose one of the children's 
classic books which interest you. Use symbol 
code to select a matching tape. Listen to the 
tape and follow the script in the book. Record 
your accomplishment on the back of the WJ” 
° Make Words Station: "Use the clay, magic 
markers, stamps, or letters to practice making 
the cycle words or ask your partner to play one 
of the games with you" 
Materials: . 
- Laminated posters with key information con¬ 
cerning each station highlighted for easy 
reference and review of directions given orally 
- Transparency of Daily Assignment Sheet with 
names of partners shown in appropriate squares 
- Photocopies of the back page (record-keeping) 
and selected sheets from the work journals 
- All stations fully equipped 
Questions. Questions, Questions 
Intent: To provide opportunity for participants to ask 
questions and receive additional information 
concerning any aspect of WTR 
Prodecures: 
Staff members form a panel, state purpose of 
session and field quesions to the best of their 
ability and experience 
Materials: 
Handout - "Most Frequently Asked Q's & A's" 
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WRITING TO READ 
WTR On-Site Teacher Training 
DAY 2 
ACTIVITY 
Informal Conversation and Coffee 
Announcements 
Student Orientation to the WTR Center 
Intent: To present information on classroom readiness 
activities and the introduction of children to 
the WTR System 
Procedure: 
Slides and video with introductory remarks and 
highlighting in Teacher's Manual 
Materials: 
- Slides of classroom activity stations 
- Video entitled "WTR/MGMT Orientation” 
(Part 1) 
- Teacher’s Manual (Chapter 3) 
- Highlighting pens 
- OH entitled ’’Student Orientation Tasks” 
- Handout of PCjr keyboard 
Management of the WTR Center 
Intent: To assist participants in understanding: 
- the teacher’s and aide's roles in helping 
students be responsible for their own 
learning, 
- the over-all responsibilities of the teacher 
and aide 
- the daily procedures in the WTR Center 
• - the three management strategies 
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WRITING TO READ 
WTR On-Site Teacher Training 
DAY 2 
ACTIVITY 
Management of the WTR Center (cont'd.) 
evaluation of student progress 
- strategies for managenent after Cycle 10 
the Ten Vital Practices 
Procedure: 
Lecture/videotape with transparencies and 
highlighting in Teacher's Manual 
Materials: 
- Teacher's Manual (Chapter 2) 
- Highlighter pens 
- Video entitled "WTR/MGMT Orientation" 
(Part 2) 
- Transparencies Packet entitled "Managing 
Writing to Read" 
Coffee Break 
Simultaneous activities are conducted to provide high 
staff-to-ponrcipant ratio. Smaller groups should 
provide n-:-re opportunity for questions and interaction 
GROUP A - Comnuter Station 
Intent: To take a more in-depth look at the computer 
software (including cycle words, mastery tests, 
Make Words, Silly Sentences, and WTR Games) and 
procedures in managing the station. Special 
emphasis is given to the role of the aide 
Procedures: 
PCjr is used to demonstrate samples of each 
type of WTR software. Transparencies summarize 
functions and management practices. If time and 
adequate machines, allow participants to have 
"hands-on" session at computer 
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WRITING TO READ 
VTR On-Site Teacher Training 
DAY 2 
ACTIVITY 
ComDUter Station 
Materials: 
- Diskettes including cycle words, Silly 
Sentences, and VTR Games 
- Script entitled "Computer Station - Software 
Demonstration" 
- Transparencies packet on computer station 
- Teacher's Manual (Chapter 6) 
GROUP B-Work Journal, Writing/Typing, Listening and Make 
Word Station 
Intent: To understand the purpose of each station in 
the VTR System, and to review management proce 
dures and examine materials used in each one 
Procedure: 
Lecture supported by transparencies and high¬ 
lighting in the Teacher’s Manual. Setting 
is in VTR Center so materials and organization 
of each station can be viewed directly 
Materials: 
Work Journal Station 
- Transparencies packet entitled "Work Journal 
Station" 
- Set of Work Journals and Work Journal 
audio tapes 
- Teacher's Manual (Chapter 7) 
Writing/Typing Station 
- Book by Donald Graves entitled 
Writing: Teachers and Children 
at Work (Heinemaan Ed. Books, Edison, NJ, 1983) 
- Transparency of the Six Writing Stages 
- Teacher's Manual (Chapters 8 and 13) 
- Transparency of Keyboard 
Listening Library 
Teacher's Manual (Chapter 9) 
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WRITING TO RZAD 
WTR On-Site Teacher Training 
DAY 2 
ACTIVITY 
hake Words Station 
“ WTR hake Words Game 
- WTR Bingo Game 
- Sample materials such as magnetic letters, 
voocen letters, clay, chalk, and chalk boards, 
- Teacher's hanual (Chapter 10) 
GROUPS A and B Reverse Activities 
LUNCH BREAK 
Children's Writing and language Development: 
Intent: To present information that will promote 
understanding of parallels in learning to 
speak and learning to write, and explain the 
stages of writing development 
Procedure: 
Highlight historical aspects of writing in 
Teacher's hanual. Use transparencies of 
samples of WTR children's work to illustrate 
each writing stage. 
haterials: 
- Handouts and transparencies of "Language 
Development" packet 
- Teacher's hanual (Chapter 11) 
The Language Arts Curriculum Beyond the WTR Center 
Intent: To examine how the WTR System environment 
is different from traditional ways of teaching 
reading and writing and to suggest ways WTR 
can be integrated into the existing district 
curriculum for K-l 
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WRITING TO READ 
WTR On-Site Teacher Training 
DAY 2 
ACTIVITY 
Procedure: 
Lecture format with transparencies that present 
information on the relationship between WTR and 
other classroom language development activities 
(including Reading, Talking, Listening/Spelling, 
Handwriting). Ways that the WTR System covers 
the basic skills components for which districts 
hold teachers accountable is also demonstrated 
Materials: 
- Teacher's Manual (Chapters 11, 12) 
- Handouts on Reading, Spelling, Handwriting, 
LA Index of Skills (i.e., local adaptation of 
Portland index) 
Cormnnjcating With Parents about WTR 
Intent: To convey the vital role parents play in a 
child's success with WTR. To emphasize the 
need to inform parents as soon as possible and to 
present effective ideas other districts have used 
Procedures: 
Lecture format with highlighting in Teacher's 
Manual and handouts of suggestions from other 
districts 
Materials: 
- Teacher's Manual (Chapter 4) 
- Handouts from other districts that have 
implemented WTR 
Preparing th& School Site and Other Implementation Concerns 
Intent: To provide an opportunity for district personnel, 
school administrators, teachers, and aides to 
review what the next steps are in implementation 
and to decide who will be responsible for accom¬ 
plishing each action and when 
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WRITING TO READ 
WTR On-Site Teacher Training 
DAY 2 
ACTIVITY 
Procedure: . ” ~~ .’ “ 
Summary of next steps is brainstromed on chalk 
board with columns devoted to: 
° actions necessary 
° date to be completed 
° person(s) responsible 
Evaluation 
Intent: To determine degree to which the workshop met 
the needs of participants 
Procedure 
Goals sheets are returned and participants are 
asked to answer evaluation questions, write 
critiques of the program and make suggestions 
for follow-through meetings and additional 
training needed 
Materials: 
- Goal Sheets 
- Workshop Critique Forms 
District Evaluation Forms 
On-Site Training Workshop Ends 
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APPENDIXD 
WRITING TO RERD FOLLOW-UP UISIT 
SUGGESTED IN-SERUICE RGENDR TOPICS 
I. Record Keeping Systems (Rpprox. 1-1 1/2 hrs.) 
R. Teacher Record Keeping 
1. Daily 
2. Weekly 
B. District Record Keeping 
1. Pre and Post testing 
2. Student Demographic Information 
3. Student Cycle and Writing Stage Information 
(weekly, Semi-monthly, or Monthly) 
II. Effectiue WTR Center Management 
III. Make-and-Take Session 
R. Language Deuelopment Rctiuities 
B. Writing/Typing Rctiuities 
C. Listening Library Rctiuities 
1. Prewriting 
2. Drafting 
3. Responding 
4. Reuising 
5. Editing 
6. Proofreading 
7. Publishing 
U. Follow-up to WTR (after Cycle 10) 
R. Adapting the Center Stations 
B. Rdapting the Center Resources 
C. Prouiding Appropriate Writing Rctiuities 
D. Correlating Writing with the Other Content Rreas 
Ul. Demonstration of PC jr Language Rrts Software 
U11. Discussion Period 
(Teacher questions, Concerns, Successes) 
(Rpprox. 1 hr.) 
(Rpprox. 1/2-1 hr.) 
(Rpprox. 1 1/2-3 hrs.) 
(Rpprox. 2 1/2-3 hrs.) 
(Rpprox. 1 1/2-2 hrs.) 
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APPENDIX E 
CHI-SQUARE UARIABLES OF STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
Chi-Square Tests of Improvement vs. No-Improvement 
Significant Results 
Variable Chi-Square DF Significance 
Q5 16.0303 1 0.0001 
Q7 16.0303 1 0.0001 
Q8 1 18.9394 1 0.0000 
Q8 2 13.3333 1 0.0003 
Q8 3 11.6452 1 0.0006 
Q8 4 12.5000 1 0.0004 
Q8 5 6.1250 1 0.0133 
Q9 3 9.3226 1 0.0023 
Q9 4 16.1333 1 0.0001 
Q10 1 9.3226 1 0.0023 
Q10 3 14.2253 1 0.0002 
Q10 4 10.8000 1 0.0010 
Q10 6 9.3226 1 0.0023 
Q11 2 11.6452 1 0.0006 
Q11 3 11.6452 1 0.0006 
Q11 4 10.1250 1 0.0015 
Q11 6 10.7037 1 0.0011 
Q11 8 6.5333 1 0.0106 
Q11 9 9.3226 1 0.0023 
Q11 10 21.1250 1 0.0000 
Q11 11 6.1250 1 0.0133 
Q13 7.3478 0.0067 
Q14 1 8.0000 0.0047 
Q14 2 11.6452 1 0.0006 
Q16 1 22.5333 1 0.0000 
Q16 2 26.1333 0.0000 
Q16 3 31.0000 1 0.0000 
Q18 4 18.0000 1 0.0000 
Q16 5 25.4848 0.0000 
Q18 6 25.4848 1 0.0000 
Q16 7 7.2581 1 0.0071 
Q16 8 8.1667 1 0.0043 
Q17 2 7.2581 1 0.0071 
Q17 5 23.5161 1 0.0000 
Q17 6 21.5517 1 0.0000 
Q17 7 27.1290 1 0.0000 
Al of the above variables showed a significant or highly significant Improvement at the 0.05 
level of significance. The other variables showed no statistical significant difference 
between Improvement vs. No-Improvement. 
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